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The threat to
progress?

Antimicrobial resistance (AMR) occurs when

classed by WHO as innovative treatments that will

microorganisms, such as parasites, viruses and

add value to the current antibiotic treatment arsenal.

fungi, become resistant to drugs previously used

Antimicrobial resistance is a major challenge

to treat them. The growing resistance is leading to

facing many sectors across the world. The lead

more illnesses and deaths, but there are not enough

article in this issue highlights how the Australian pig

drugs under development to combat the problem.

industry is rising to the AMR challenge. Industry

The World Health Organisation’s latest

expert Dr Darren Trott believes that the Australian

report has confirmed that the world is running

pig industry is among the best in the world in animal

out of antibiotics. Most of the drugs currently in

welfare standards, minimising unnecessary antibiotic

the clinical pipeline are modifications of existing

treatments and monitoring AMR. Trott will deliver

classes of antibiotics and are only short-term

a talk titled The use of antimicrobials in agriculture

solutions, according to WHO. Dr Tedros Adhanom

— is agriculture really to blame for antimicrobial

Ghebreyesus, Director-General of WHO, has warned

resistance? at the 2017 Biennial Australasian Pig

there is an urgent need for more investment in

Science Conference. The conference will be held from

Regards,

research and development for antibiotic-resistant

19–20 November 2017 at the Grand Hyatt Melbourne.

Mansi Gandhi

infections including TB, otherwise we will be

AMR is one of the several important topics

forced back to a time when people feared common

covered in this information-packed issue. Other

infections and risked their lives from minor surgery.

highlights include an update on the calibration and

The organisation has identified 12 classes of priority

testing standard, insights on asbestos reporting

pathogens, in addition to TB, that are increasingly

protocols, how mealtimes affect skin protection and

resistant to existing antibiotics and urgently need

Australia’s very own space agency. Australia was one of

new treatments. The latest report identifies 51 new

the two OECD countries (the other is Iceland) to not

antibiotics and biologicals in clinical development

have a space agency, and the move will help us cash in

to treat priority antibiotic-resistant pathogens,

on the $420 billion industry, create thousands of jobs

as well as tuberculosis and the sometimes deadly

and boost our domestic space industry.

diarrhoeal infection Clostridium difficile. Among all
these candidate medicines, however, only eight are
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As always, if you have any feedback or suggestions,
please feel free to contact me via phone or email.
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Adam Florance

While antimicrobial resistance
(AMR) is a major issue
worldwide, the Australian pig
industry seems to be in a much
better place compared to its
overseas counterparts.

FIGHTING
ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE

A

ccording to Dr Darren Trott,

Professor of Veterinary Microbiology at
the University of Adelaide, the Australian
pig industry is among the best in the world
in animal welfare standards, minimising
unnecessary antibiotic treatments, and, thanks
to a new federal government grant, in monitoring
antimicrobial resistance (AMR). Trott has
been conducting research into AMR in the pig
industry over the last two decades. His latest
paper ‘Current and Future Antimicrobial
Resistance Issues for the Australian Pig Industry’
is a collaboration with Dr Sam Abraham and
Dr Mark O’Dea of Murdoch University and will
be presented at the upcoming Australasian Pig
Science Association Conference.
We asked Trott how he came to be such
an ambassador for the Australian pig industry.
“The Australian pig industry has long been an
early adopter of world’s best practice in a wide
range of animal health and welfare issues and is
very proactive in minimising the unnecessary
use of antibiotics. All farmed animals may need
an antibiotic treatment if they get sick with a
bacterial infection, as do we humans, but as we
now know, antibiotic overuse can lead to huge
problems with resistance and it can affect both
human and animal health.”
The ideal scenario would be availability of
effective vaccines for all the major illnesses of
farmed animals that require antibiotics. However,
the development of vaccines is slow and costly
and many do not protect against all strains of
disease-causing bacteria.
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In Australia, a number of farms still use a
continuous flow system, where disease
transmission between pigs of different ages is
more likely to occur.

“Unfortunately, there are no effective

superbug infections in humans. Colistin has been

vaccines in Australia for a number of key pig

widely used in farming in many countries. Colistin

diseases, hence antibiotics are still very important

resistance was first documented in China and is

in their treatment and control. However, if we

spreading around the globe, and we certainly need

can reduce antibiotic use to the lowest possible

to keep that out of our local food supply chain.”

level through other management strategies then

When asked how food imports affect AMR

we can continue to provide a top-quality source

in the Australian pig industry, Trott said, “So far

of protein that is among the safest in the world.

our rigorous quarantine policies have prevented

As little antibiotics as possible, but as much as

any serious damage to the local industry. Australia

necessary to maintain the highest standards of

doesn’t allow live animal or fresh pig product

animal welfare and efficient production should

imports, although there has been a recent increase

be our aim.

in the importation of cooked product such as

“One animal management system we’d like to

imported pre-cooked pork belly, which needs

see implemented on more piggeries in Australia,

to be closely monitored as it is really hurting our

which has been very successful in minimising

local industry. Frozen imports, which are mostly

recurring patterns of disease transmission,

used for smallgoods, do not represent a substantial

is known as ‘all-in-all-out’. In Australia, a

risk for AMR but they do hurt the overall viability

number of farms still use a continuous flow

of the API (Australian pig industry) as well. We

system, where disease transmission between

have a wonderful industry here, I’d say second only

pigs of different ages is more likely to occur.

to Scandinavia in our restrictions on antibiotic

We would certainly like to see if there are major

use, but we need to support it to keep it viable

differences in antibiotic use and AMR between

and healthy.

these two systems. As it is very expensive to

“We work very closely with Australian Pork

change management systems, we would need to

Limited, and they are doing an excellent job of

see compelling evidence of economic and public

promoting Aussie-produced pork as a high-

health benefits of one over the other.

quality protein source that ‘pound for pound’ is

“We’re lucky in that the majority of antibiotics

outstanding value, but the Australian pig industry

that are critically important to human health,

is exposed to the fluctuations of international

such as fluoroquinolones, are not used in food-

trade. If we can make further reductions in our

producing animals in Australia. The restrictions

antibiotic use and document it with affordable

on these antibiotics in both human and animal

reliable AMR surveillance, it could open more

health in Australia mean we have among the lowest

lucrative export markets. This would provide a

rates of resistance in the world. We also do not use

financial incentive for producers to use as little

colistin, one of the older generation antibiotics,

antibiotics as possible.

which has many side effects that is now being used

“AMR surveillance in animals is expensive

as a last resort treatment for multidrug-resistant

and time-consuming, and our low rate of AMR
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resistance has been confirmed by several one-off

to look at the state of play of the Australian pig

humans not agriculture; however, the consumer

surveys funded by industry. These high-labour

industry at present with respect to antibiotic use and

needs to be assured that their food supply is

cost methods have been adequate to demonstrate

AMR. The main area we need to focus on is how

safe and all effort is being made to minimise

low AMR risk, but the new robotic techniques

do we continue to reduce the amount of antibiotics

antibiotic use in farm animals, particularly the

to be financed by the latest $1.3 million Rural

we use in pig production whilst maintaining

critically important ones. We need to adopt very

Research for Profit grant will result in a system of

herd health, welfare and production. Changes

rigorous standards of hygiene, husbandry and

cost-effective and timely continued surveillance

in management systems can be as effective as

biosecurity. Current antibiotics are losing their

focused on four main species of gut microbes and

pharmaceutical solutions and minimising antibiotic

effectiveness and new antibiotics are still many

testing for resistance to 15 antibiotics.”

use is also more cost-effective for the producer, but

decades away. Our only choice is to preserve the

requires much more attention to detail.

drugs we currently have for as long as possible

Led by Australian Pork Limited, the Australian
Chicken Meat Federation and Chief Investigator

“We need to remember that the main driver

Dr Sam Abraham, this research project will use

of AMR in the global context is antibiotic use in

and the Australian pig industry is ready to meet
this challenge.”

high-tech robots to define the low level of AMR risk
in pigs and chickens within our supply chains. The
laboratory robots can isolate, count and characterise
large numbers of bacteria from animal faeces to
determine the presence and distribution of AMR
at both herd and national levels.
Helping local farmers demonstrate their low
AMR risk status will give them a competitive
advantage in the international marketplace.
“In Australia the mining boom is over, and
while we can’t become the bread basket for the
world, we should focus on high-quality food exports
that are healthy and safe for the consumer. We don’t
face many of the issues in other countries that rely
upon food imports.”
Trott’s recent article on the industry has been
accepted for publication by CSIRO. Commenting

Professor Darren Trott completed his veterinary degree at Murdoch University and
worked in small animal practice for eight years. Following an honours project on
Listeria monocytogenes he became interested in the ecology of infectious diseases
and completed a PhD with Prof David Hampson on intestinal spirochaetes (awarded
in 1998). After completing a three-year postdoc at the National Animal Disease
Center in Ames, Iowa, USA, Darren accepted a lectureship at The University of
Queensland (UQ) School of Veterinary Science in 2000. Darren taught veterinary
microbiology to veterinary undergraduates at UQ for 10 years and conducted
research on gastrointestinal diseases, microbial ecology and virulence/antimicrobial
resistance in companion animal, livestock and human bacterial pathogens. Darren
joined The University of Adelaide School of Animal and Veterinary Sciences
in January 2010 and his research areas have expanded to also include the
development of new antimicrobials for superbug infections. Trott will be talking about
the use of antimicrobials in agriculture at the upcoming Australasian Pig Science
Association (APSA) biennial conference to be held at the Grand Hyatt Melbourne
from 19–22 November 2017.

on the article, he said, “It is interesting to be able
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US Salmonella outbreak linked
to microbiology laboratories
Public health officials in several US states have identified an outbreak of
Salmonella Typhimurium infections linked to various clinical, commercial,
and college and university teaching microbiology laboratories.
Public health investigators used PulseNet — the national subtyping
network of public health and food regulatory agency laboratories — to
identify illnesses that may be part of the outbreak. Coordinated by the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), PulseNet performs
© stock.adobe.com/au/crevis

DNA fingerprinting on Salmonella bacteria isolated from ill people by using

NZ researchers make
natural killer cell discovery
New Zealand researchers have discovered an unexpected role for a
white blood cell called the natural killer (NK) cell — a critical cell for
ridding the body of infection and cancer.
The University of Otago researchers’ new work shows that
violent ‘vigilante’ NK cells act as helper cells to start up the
immune response.

pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE) and whole genome sequencing
(WGS). PulseNet manages a national database of these DNA fingerprints to
identify possible outbreaks.
Twenty-four people infected with the outbreak strain of Salmonella
Typhimurium have been reported from 16 states, including California,
Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Iowa, Maine, Michigan, Missouri, North
Carolina, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, New York, Oklahoma,
Texas and Washington. WGS showed that the strain of Salmonella
Typhimurium causing illness in this outbreak is closely related genetically
to a strain from outbreaks in 2014 and 2011, both of which were linked
to microbiology laboratories. As a result of the 2011 outbreak, several
laboratory professionals across the country developed a set of guidelines for
handling microorganisms safely in a teaching laboratory.
In interviews that took place during the current outbreak, ill people
answered questions about different exposures in the week before they

Otago Associate Professor Alex McLellan said NK cells patrol the
body and destroy abnormal cells, especially infected or cancer cells.
NK cells closely examine the surface of all cells and look for molecules
that are present on healthy cells.
“Certain molecules act like identity cards, and NK cell are
© stock.adobe.com/au/Piotr Marcinski

vigilantes, ready to respond if they don’t see an ID card on cells.
During infections or with cancer, the absence of these molecules
triggers the NK cells to destroy the cells,” said Associate
Professor McLellan.
Dr Sarah Saunderson and Associate Professor McLellan,
who both work in Otago’s Department of Microbiology and
Immunology, have identified a new way in which NK cells act
during infections or cancer.
“A few years ago we showed that NK cells were required for the
vaccination response against cancer.” The group has now recognised
that NK cells enhance the ability of the immune system to recognise
fragments of tumour cells released into the blood, Associate
Professor McLellan said.
“These fragments induce potent immune responses against
cancer,” he said.
“Our new work shows that NK cells are absolutely critical for the
immune activity of these cell fragments.”
These latest findings also explain how such potent immune
responses arise against cell fragments.
The group is currently looking at ways to improve NK cell
function through living vaccines and growth factors to enhance

became ill. Nine (69%) of 13 ill people had laboratory exposures. Ill people
also reported behaviours while working in the laboratory that could increase
the risk of Salmonella infection. These included not wearing gloves or lab
coats, not washing hands, and using the same writing utensils and notebooks
outside of the laboratory.
The outbreak thus highlights the potential risk of Salmonella infection
associated with working in microbiology laboratories, emphasising the need
for all students and staff in clinical and teaching microbiology laboratories
to receive laboratory safety training. Either nonpathogenic or attenuated
bacterial strains should be used when possible, especially in teaching
laboratories. This practice will help reduce the risk of students and their
family members becoming ill.

the immune response to cancer. The findings appear in the
Journal of Immunology.
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Merck to co-lead global
cancer big data
alliance

M2 facility to keep Australia’s
medtech industry healthy

Merck is collaborating with independent not-

CSIRO, Monash University and the Monash Health Translation Precinct

for-profit Project Data Sphere to jointly lead the

(MHTP) have announced the creation of M2 — a new facility that combines

Global Oncology Big Data Alliance (GOBDA).
The ultimate goal of the alliance with Project Data
Sphere is to unleash the power of big data to bring

technology, research and medical science.
M2 has been described by CSIRO as a ‘one-stop shop’ that will bring
the best minds and technology together to turn great ideas into a reality for

value to cancer patients, said Belén Garijo,

Australia’s flourishing medtech industry, benefiting millions of patients

member of the executive board of

as a result. The precinct was launched last week by Minister for Industry,

Merck and CEO Healthcare.
The collaboration was announced

Innovation and Science Arthur Sinodinos at CSIRO’s new Biomedical
Materials Translation Facility (BMTF) in Clayton, Victoria.

at the signing of a memorandum of

“From life-changing cochlear implants to life-saving vaccines, world-

understanding to coincide with Merck’s

first 3D-printed bone and tissue replacements, Australia has an incredible

Award Ceremony announcing the recipients of its 2017 Grant for

track record when it comes to medical technologies and pharmaceuticals,”

Oncology Innovation, held during the annual European Society for

Sinodinos said.

Medical Oncology Congress (ESMO 2017) in Madrid, Spain.
The GOBDA initiative has been formed to expand the open
access of de-identified patient datasets to further enhance analytical
capabilities, by building on Project Data Sphere’s innovative digital
platform.
The current platform contains historical clinical trial data from

“M2 will help to accelerate development of technology like this, not only
vital for the improvement of the lives of Australians facing medial challenges,
but also leading to job and economic growth for Australia.”
Australia is home to more than 500 companies working in the medical
technologies and pharmaceuticals (MTP) sector, many of which can struggle
to make the expensive, time-consuming transition from prototype to clinically

almost 100,000 patients provided by multiple organisations, and

tested product. M2 intends to close this gap for Australian businesses,

access to this information has already led to new and potentially

providing a research ecosystem to transition new discoveries from the bench

practice-changing findings.

to prototyping, preclinical testing, industry evaluation and commercialisation.

GOBDA will expand this platform to include rare tumour trial,
experimental arm and real-world patient data. Leveraging these
data with big data analytics will help to optimise clinical trials,

“M2 leverages some of Australia’s best medtech expertise, experience and
equipment,” said CSIRO Director of Manufacturing Dr Keith McLean.
“When a company comes to us we can use CSIRO and MHTP facilities

build a registry of data and help to enable advancement in the

to develop and analyse production-scale prototypes, whilst the Monash

understanding of cancer treatment globally, with the mission to

Biomedical Imaging facility can provide advanced preclinical and clinical

address the significant unmet needs in this field.

testing and imaging.”
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US food company Neogen
acquires UQ’s animal
genomics lab
Global US food and animal safety company Neogen Corporation has
acquired the assets of The University of Queensland Animal Genetics
Laboratory (AGL).
Neogen expects the deal to accelerate the growth of the company’s
animal genomics business in Australia, New Zealand and Oceania.
With the acquisition, AGL will be renamed GeneSeek Australasia
and become Neogen’s fourth animal genomics laboratory — joining
locations in the US, Scotland and Brazil, according to a company

Measuring metal contamination
on-site

statement.

Environmental scientists from Macquarie University have developed what

has been a significant customer of Neogen’s suite of GeneSeek

they claim is an accurate, rapid and inexpensive method for assessing metal-

genomic products. Its annual revenues are approximately US$3.1m

contaminated sites. Published in the journal Environmental Pollution, their

(AU$3.87m).

AGL supplies genetic testing services to all 27 of Australia’s
major beef cattle associations, and its services have also extended to
dairy cattle, sheep, goats, alpacas and other species. The laboratory

method uses a combination of portable X-ray fluorescence technology (pXRF)

Acting State Development Minister Mark Furner announced

with conventional laboratory analysis to measure the extent and distribution of

the development as part of the government’s $40 million Advance

metal contamination at a site.

Queensland industry attraction fund. “NASDAQ-listed Neogen

“Metal-contaminated sites are often haphazard when it comes to the

Corporation has chosen Queensland as its headquarters in Australia.

distribution of metal contaminants, making it problematic for investigators

It will invest in new laboratory facilities, equipment and infrastructure

when they are limited by the costs associated with analysing a large number of

facilities and help position Gatton as the hub for animal and

samples in the lab,” explained Marek Rouillon, lead author on the study. “As

agricultural genomics in Australia,” said Furner.

such, investigators are expected to attempt to characterise contaminated sites
with a limited number of laboratory measurements to save on costs.
“On the other hand, when investigators are free to take a large number of
measurements to determine the contamination at a site, they gain a greater
understanding of the extent and distribution of the contamination, therefore
lowering the risk of site misclassification.”
As a result, Rouillon and his colleagues wanted to develop a way to measure

UQ School of Veterinary Science acting Head Associate Professor
Jenny Seddon said GeneSeek AustralAsia would build on the work of
UQ’s Animal Genetics Laboratory, which has provided genotyping
and diagnostic services to the Australian livestock industry since 1985.
“UQ’s Animal Genetics Laboratory has grown enormously in
recent years and last year it celebrated its 500,000th cattle sample,
including poll gene marker tests to help breeders select the best

more samples using a rapid on-site measurement method that produced results

breeding cattle for their herds and to breed hornless cattle to help

in an accurate and more cost-effective manner than current techniques allowed.

industry end the painful practice of dehorning beef cattle,” she said.

“To achieve this,” Rouillon said, “we decided to integrate the advantages of in

“The establishment of a leading agribusiness corporation at the UQ

situ pXRF — an inexpensive measurement method that can be done on-site,

Gatton campus provides an immediate showcase to undergraduate

allowing investigators to collect real-time data — with the more thorough

and postgraduate agriculture, food science and veterinary science

laboratory analysis technique of ICP-MS.”

students of the benefit of genomics to Australian innovation.”

The researchers successfully demonstrated that 20-second in situ pXRF
measurements can be corrected to align with a small subset of ICP-MS
data, allowing for the accurate, rapid and inexpensive high-resolution
characterisation of metal-contaminated sites. They wrote that their increased
sampling led to several benefits, “including more representative site
characterisation, higher soil-metal mapping resolution, reduced uncertainty
around the site mean, and reduced sampling uncertainty”.

the site,” said Professor Mark Taylor, a co-author on the study. “This is an
incredibly useful way to go about testing for metal contamination at a site.”
“Our in situ pXRF/ICP-MS method not only generates superior site
assessment information for more confident decision-making, but is less
expensive when compared to the current standard practice of merely sampling
and off-site laboratory measurements,” added Rouillon.
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Data management delays
negatively impacting trials
Electronic data capture (EDC)
may be gaining traction in
the clinical trials market but
companies face a growing
number of challenges building
and managing study databases,
reveals a new study.
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Delays in releasing the study database are
associated with an increase of nearly a month
downstream for other data management processes
such as patient data entry and time to lock the

he time it takes companies to design and

database at the end of the study. Respondents that

release clinical study databases is having a negative

deliver the database after first patient, first visit

impact on conducting and completing trials,

(FPFV) take nearly twice as long to enter patient

according to the 2017 eClinical Landscape Study from

data throughout the study and about 75% longer

the Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development.

to lock the study database when compared to those

The study captured the insights and opinions of 250

that deliver the final database before FPFV.

clinical data management professionals, including

“The results also show that the release of

sponsors and CROs with an average of 17 years of

the clinical study database after sites have begun

clinical data management experience. According to

enrolment is associated with longer downstream

the study, it takes companies an average of 68 days to

cycle times at the investigative site and at study close-

build and release a clinical study database.

out,” said Ken Getz, research associate professor and
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data handling

director at the Tufts Center for the Study of Drug
Development.
There are several common causes for clinical
database build delays, according to the survey.
Protocol changes was cited as the most common cause
by 45% of respondents, underscoring the challenge
data management professionals have in dealing with
changes as they are finalising the clinical trial database

While companies have a variety of data types in
their EDC, respondents say the largest proportion
of the data in their EDC system is eCRF data
(estimated at 78% of total data managed).

for the start of the trial. This highlights the need to
optimise the database design process with standards
and systems that support more flexible design and
rapid development.
Initial database delays also have significant
downstream impacts on the time it takes sites to
enter patient data in the EDC throughout the trial,
as well as the final lock of the database once the study
is complete. It takes on average five days from patient
visit to when the data is entered into the EDC for
companies that release the database before FPFV.
When the database is released after FPFV, data entry
time doubles to 10 days.
The impact of database build delays is even greater
by the time companies get to database lock. Those
who always release the database before FPFV get to
database lock in an average of 31 days. Those who
never release the database before FPFV take more
than three weeks longer (54 days) to lock the database.
Sponsors take roughly 40% longer than CROs
to build the database (73 vs 53 days) and to get to
database lock (39 vs 28 days). Also, those using the
two leading EDC systems report roughly 20% longer
data cycle times (123 days) than those using other EDC
systems (99 days), which includes time for database
build (75 vs 60 days), patient data entry (9 vs 7 days),
and database lock (39 vs 32 days).
“Database build processes have remained largely
unchanged over the past 10 years, and the process will
only get more complicated as CROs and sponsors
manage an increasing variety of clinical trial data,”
said Richard Young, vice president of Veeva Vault
EDC. “Organisations compensate for technology
limitations by reducing the volume of data they input.
Our focus should be on improving EDC systems so
sponsors and CROs are no longer limited, and instead

organisations.

Database build times and the impact on
trial cycle times

• While all respondents use an EDC system, roughly

• The up-front time it takes to build and release

one-third (32%) use paper case report forms (CRFs),

the clinical database has potentially significant

indicating these organisations still rely on manual

impacts on downstream processes, including

processes to manage data during their clinical trials.

time to enter patient data in the EDC throughout

• Organisations say they manage a wide range of

the study and time to final database lock after last

data types in their primary EDC system including

patient, last visit.

No other application was used by more than 6% of

eCRF (100%), local lab (60%), quality of life (60%),

> It takes on average five days from patient

central lab (57%) and ePRO (34%) data. Only 10%

visit to when the data is entered into the EDC

of companies have genomic data or mobile health

for companies that release the database before

data in their EDC.

FPFV, and database lock time is 31 days.

• While companies have a variety of data types in their

> It takes on average 10 days from patient

EDC, respondents say the largest proportion of the

visit to when the data is entered into the

data in their EDC system is eCRF data (estimated

EDC for companies that release the database

at 78% of total data managed). All other data types

after FPFV, and database lock time is

were each estimated at 5% or less of the total volume

54 days.

of data in the EDC, including local lab data (5%),

• Nearly one-third (32%) of sponsors “often”

central lab data (5%), quality of life data (4%) and

or “always” release their EDC after FPFV has

ePRO data (3%). Genomic data and mobile health

occurred, compared to 20% of CROs.

data make up the smallest portion of data in EDC

• One-third (36%) of those using the two most

systems at 0.4% and 0.3% respectively.

prevalent EDC applications “often” or “always”
release their EDC after FPFV has occurred,

Data management cycle times

compared to 22% of those using other EDC

• On average, it takes 68 days to build and release

applications.

a study database, eight days from patient visit to
and 36 days from the study’s last patient visit to

Top causes for database build delays
and data loading challenges

database lock.

• The most common cause for database build

• Sponsors, as well as those using the two most

delays is protocol changes (45%), followed by

prevalent EDC applications (Medidata Rave and

user acceptance testing (17%) and database design

Oracle Inform), report longer times to build and

functionality (15%).

release the study database and to lock the database

• Database build delays due to protocol changes

after last patient, last visit.

are higher among CROs (52%) than sponsors

enter data in the EDC system throughout the study

> Average number of days to build and release

(44%), whereas database build delays due to design

the database:

functionality are lower among CROs (7%) than

-- 73 days for sponsors vs 53 days for CROs

sponsors (18%).

Clinical systems and EDC data landscape

-- 75 days for those using the two most widely

• Database build delays due to database design

• EDC applications are the most prevalent clinical

used EDC systems vs 60 days for those using

functionality are associated with significantly

applications, used by all (100%) respondents, followed

other EDC systems

longer time to lock the database after last, patient

by randomisation and trial supply management

> Average number of days to lock the study

last visit (50 days vs the 36-day average).

(77%), safety/pharmacovigilance (70%), electronic

database:

• Three-quarters of respondents (77%) have issues

trial master file (eTMF) (70%) and clinical trial

-- 39 days for sponsors vs 28 days for CROs

that prevent them from loading data into their

management systems (CTMS) (61%).

-- 39 days for those using the two most widely

primary EDC system. Most (66%) cite EDC system

• A majority (58%) of respondents use Medidata Rave

used EDC systems vs 32 days for those using

issues or integration issues as the top challenges

or Oracle Inform as their primary EDC application.

other EDC systems

that prevent them from loading data.

can run the trial they want.”
Below are the study highlights:
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Clinical trials crucial to making new
discoveries in cancer treatment
Chronic myeloid leukaemia (CML) was once considered a
devastating form of blood cancer, with less than one in six
patients surviving eight years past their diagnosis1. However,
the introduction of treatment with tyrosine kinase inhibitors
(TKIs) and research into individualising therapy according to
response has resulted in some patients achieving treatmentfree cancer remission2.

Professor Tim Hughes and his team at the
South Australian Health and Medical Research
Institute have been at the forefront of this
research, leading many of the advancements in
CML treatment over the last 20 years. During
this time, this remarkable achievement has
received many awards and accolades, with the
most recent being the GSK Award for Research
Excellence, presented to Professor Hughes
at Research Australia’s Health and Medical
Research Awards 2017 earlier this month.
In accepting the award, Professor Hughes
was quick to describe the group efforts and the
role of clinical trials in allowing his research to
prosper in Australia.
“The remarkable success of TKI therapy
for CML is a great example of effective
collaboration between scientists, clinicians and
the pharmaceutical industry,” said Professor
Hughes.
“The original clinical trials into the first
generation of TKIs gave us unique insights into
the dynamics of response and the mechanisms
of drug resistance. This drove the development
of second- and third-generation TKIs, which
have further improved outcomes for patients,”
he added.
Professor
Hughes
believes
patient
participation in clinical trials has been the engine
driving the team’s success, and he encourages
other cancer communities to support their
researchers.
“One of the biggest challenges in cancer
research is recruiting patients to participate in
clinical trials. Patients are generally very keen to
join studies, but there are lots of barriers in the
health system that keep trial numbers down3.
A key to our success has been the willingness
of CML patients around Australia to join our
clinical trials. It’s quite remarkable to me that the

motivation to join these clinical trials is almost
always to help others in the CML community,
since there is no guarantee that the trial will
work for them personally.
“Over half of our Adelaide CML patient group
have been involved in one or more clinical trials
and even more have joined our National CML
Registry to facilitate further research. This
incredible participation rate has allowed the
field to move swiftly over the past decade,”
said Professor Hughes.
His team has demonstrated that molecular
monitoring of a patient’s response to TKI
therapy enables it to be “customised” to
enhance the chances for each patient to
achieve durable remissions. Furthermore, this
helps to minimise the risks of drug resistance
and disease progression.
There are over 2500 CML patients in Australia
currently receiving treatment with TKIs3.
Each year, a further 300 patients in Australia
begin treatment with TKIs to treat their CML
diagnosis4.
TKIs are now becoming available for many
other cancers with the potential to improve
existing treatments.
Professor Hughes and his team at the
South Australian Health and Medical Research
Institute are currently focused on treatment
response to optimise disease management and
patient outcomes.
Dr Andrew Weekes, Medical Director,
GSK Australia, said GSK is proud to be able to
support Australian researchers with this award,
now in its 37th year.
“The work of Professor Hughes and his
team is a standout example of the impact
Australian researchers can have on patients’
lives on a global scale. A mindset of both
innovation and collaboration is necessary to

achieve such remarkable outcomes. My hope
is that by highlighting this team’s achievements
and further supporting their work, we can
inspire others in the quest to develop effective
approaches to areas of high unmet medical
need,” said Dr Weekes.
The GSK Award for Research Excellence is
one of the most prestigious awards available
to the Australian medical research community.
It has been awarded since 1980 to recognise
outstanding achievements in medical research
with potential importance to human health.
Among the previous recipients of the GSK
Award for Research Excellence are Australia’s
most noted scientific researchers, including
Professor Tony Basten (1980), Professor Nicos
Nicola (1993), Professor Peter Koopman (2007)
and Professor Kathryn North (2011). The 2016
GSK Award for Research Excellence was
awarded to Professors Arthur Christopoulos
and Patrick Sexton from Monash University for
their research into targeting medicines that treat
chronic conditions.
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what’s new

Photosynthesis antibodies
Agrisera offers a large collection of validated antibodies. The
company has antibodies for a range of important targets in

Tracking solution

of high-value biological samples
in cold storage medical applications. The tag also features
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The Bluechiip Cryogenic Delta
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plant and algal model species: A. thaliana, H. vulgare, O. sativa,
C. reinhardtii, diatoms, cyanobacteria and more. It is also a provider

of plant and algal antibodies for other targets, including targets in the cell cycle, biosynthesis, nitrogen metabolism, plant cell compartments and environmental stress response.

instantaneous measurement of

Sapphire Bioscience

the tag’s temperature.

www.sapphirebioscience.com

The tag is immune to extreme
environments such as gamma
radiation and storage and operation in cryogenic environments,
making it suitable for biobank
applications. It is designed
for use in conjunction with the
Bluechiip Matchbox Reader and
the Bluechiip Stream sample and
inventory management software.
Each tag is made of a MEMSbased microchip mounted on a
printed circuit board antenna.
The microchip contains Lorentz force resonators tuned to
frequencies between 1.3 and
4.1 MHz. The device is passive,
in that it does not require power
but obtains its energy via a
read signal from the Matchbox
Reader. The resonators in the
chip are stimulated via the antenna by the Matchbox Reader
and subsequently return a signal
indicating the unique identifier
and temperature of the tag.
Each chip is programmed during
the manufacturing process with
a unique identification number
and every read of the tag is
checked by an internal BCH error
detection and correction code.
The tags are suitable for
application in biobanks, biorepositories and cryopreservation facilities; cryogenic stored
samples; stem cell storage;
clinical trials; cell lines; in vitro
fertilisation (IVF); general laboratory use; pharmaceuticals; and
blood products.
bluechiip
www.bluechiip.com
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Microbial identification via genetic
analysis
The genetic identification services Eurofins | ams
provides allow for the identification and characterisation of bacterial, yeast and mould isolates to the
species level. This genetic identification technology
outperforms phenotypic approach (such as the
MALDI-ToF) in terms of accuracy in identification,
according to the company.
With 8470 valid bacteria type strains entries, the Eurofins IDmyk Comparative Sequence Index database, which is
proprietary to Eurofins, is said to be the largest database in the world. The Eurofins IDmyk fungal database (1650
species) complements the bacterial library. As the company notes, the larger the database, the better the discrimination.
In Eurofins | ams, routine bacterial identification via genetic sequencing is performed (by default) using the long
sequence (1200–1400 base pairs) of the rDNA. The longer sequence allows for better discrimination of closely related
species and therefore gives higher confidence in the results provided.
For clients who need differentiation of bacteria at the strain level, molecular typing services are also available, as
the company works closely with Eurofins IDmyk in Lyon, France.
Genetic identification is useful for helping to provide identification for unknown isolates that are found to be present in critical areas in an aseptic setting. This is vital for both investigation purposes and regulatory requirement.
Eurofins | ams
www.eurofins.com.au/biopharma-services
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8 habits of great
laboratory technicians

A great laboratory technician is often key to the success of laboratory management.

I

protective equipment (PPE). Great laboratory

important as maintaining safety standards in the

technicians are aware of OHS procedures and follow

laboratory. They also keep a record of time and

standard operating procedures (SOPs) to assist in the

perform tests as per the defined lab protocols, stand

reduction of risks associated with potential hazards.

rules and methodologies. They record the result as

rrespective of the type of laboratory environment,

They have the locations of emergency telephone

soon as possible to ensure data integrity. On top of

great technicians adapt and take on a few common

numbers, spill kits, eyewash fountains, emergency

that, a clean and uncluttered workspace not only

habits that facilitate laboratory-based scientific

exits and evacuation routes at their fingertips!

provides a pleasant environment to work in, but

investigations in the best way possible.

also helps keep the head clear and focused!

Attention to detail
Knowledge

Great laboratory technicians are attentive to detail

Great laboratory technicians know the end from the

in all aspects of their role from the purchasing of

Maintaining the lab area by creating a
schedule

beginning. Knowledge of the procedure and desired

laboratory consumables and equipment to the

They have a regular schedule for daily and weekly lab

outcomes is important when deciding what equipment

operating procedures of instrumentation in their

activity and make certain that everything in the lab is

and consumables will be needed. They are not afraid

laboratory. Great lab technicians know that accuracy

in great working order. That schedule often includes

to ask questions if unsure of needs and requirements.

is crucial for a valid outcome to any laboratory test.

(but is not limited to) some of the following items:

Safety first

Organisation

• Calibration of equipment

They have a great habit of enforcing the OHS in their

They have a habit of doing everything in an

• Cleaning of glassware

space to ensure a healthy and risk-free environment.

organised manner. They know and understand that

• Placement of equipment

They understand the importance of wearing personal

maintaining quality control standards is equally as

• Tidiness of storage areas

• Cleaning the work area
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lab business

Russell Grace, Director

lab business

• Up-to-date labelling

they are also aware that learning is a never-ending

• Purchasing of general items

process. They keep up to date with relevant scientific

• Maintenance of instrumentation

developments and innovations to ensure they are

• Internal OHS audit

keeping their lab efficient and competitive.

Communication

Connect with great suppliers

Great laboratory technicians are great communicators.

Great laboratory technicians partner with great

A lab tech in a larger laboratory environment with

suppliers that can deliver with speed and agility

many researchers or teachers can find their role

in a hassle-free manner! They look for responsive

very demanding at times. It is therefore imperative

websites that provide plenty of resources and

that you create a culture of great communication

information to ensure they make the right choice

to ensure that all members are always kept ‘in the

the first time round. They look for reliability and

loop’. A great laboratory technician gets along well

consistency in great service so they can deliver

with others and helps out when the situation calls for

their promise to their co-workers. They look at

it. They communicate clearly with their co-workers

ROI (return on investment) rather than just price,

and never hesitate to report any issues or problems

as they are looking for a great long-term company

to their lab manager if and when they arise.

investment.

Move with the times
Although a great laboratory technician knows how
to do their work well and in a proficient manner,

Westlab Supplies
www.westlab.com.au

what’s new

Modular liquid analysers
The S80-T80 range of modular liquid analysers from Electro-Chemical
Devices (ECD) is designed to provide engineers and managers
with the process data they need to obtain and maintain a range of
global, regional and local quality, environmental, safety and other
certifications, as well as achieve government regulatory operational
compliance. The ECD instrumentation portfolio is covered by international certifications for CSA, FM, IECEx and ATEX, with various
hazardous location type design approvals available.
ECD’s S80 sensors measure pH, ORP, pION, dissolved oxygen, turbidity, conductivity or resistivity in liquid processes. They are
suitable for application in many industries, including biotech, chemical, food/beverage, pharmaceutical, power generation, semiconductor, water disinfection, wastewater treatment and more.
The sensors feature two universal sensor designs: insertion/submersion or valve retractable with a flared end to prevent blowout.
They are manufactured with a rugged 1.9 cm OD 316 stainless steel body and come with varying cable lengths or an optional
waterproof detachable cable assembly.
The design of the sensors recognises the universal T80 transmitter for automatic configuration set-up. They can be combined
into a complete plug-and-play analyser system for any of the available measurement parameters.
The T80 universal transmitter is a single-channel device designed for the continuous measurement of multiple parameters in an
industrial environment. It communicates with any precalibrated S80 sensor and automatically configures the transmitter’s menus
and display screens to the measured parameter. With the T80’s auto-configuration capability to any of the available sensor measurements, there is no need to inventory multiple instrument types.
The universal transmitter offers membrane switch navigation, a menu structure with soft key menu choices and an LCD display.
It is available with 4–20 mA output with MODBUS RTU on 24 VDC and 110/220 VAC instruments. It also can be configured with
optional HART 7 communications and an optional three-alarm relay.
AMS Instrumentation & Calibration Pty Ltd
www.ams-ic.com.au
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Laboratory refrigerators and freezers
LIEBHERR laboratory refrigerators and freezers are German engineered and equipped
with features and functions to securely store the user’s valuable samples and reagents
safely at precise, temperature-controlled conditions.
The laboratory refrigerators and freezers come with the high-tech Profi electronic controller (with digital display), which allows temperatures to be set to 1/10°C accuracy and
controlled using the in-built 3-point calibration function. Temperature stability and consistency is maintained by the dynamic (forced-air) cooling system working in conjunction
with the highly efficient compressor and eco-friendly, energy-efficient refrigerant (R 290).
The laboratory refrigerators and freezers are said to defrost less often and faster
using a hot gas defrost system. Freezers defrost in 12 min while refrigerators defrost
in 8 min. Prior to the hot gas defrost cycle, the Profi electronic controller lowers the
internal temperature by 2°C to mitigate any temperature rise during defrost. This not
only maintains a stable temperature within the cabinet, it also safeguards the integrity
of samples and reagents.
The laboratory refrigerators and freezers are fitted with locks, equipped with integrated visual and audible alarms to warn users of undesirable temperature deviations,
and have a data memory to record the last 30 alarm events and one week’s worth of
temperature profiles. Temperature data can also be transferred to a building management system via RS 485 interface and alarms can be forwarded to an email, phone,
etc via volt-free contact.
Andi-Co Australia
liebherrprofessional.com.au

EMPOWERING LAB
INTELLIGENCE AND
AGILITY MATTERS.

Go beyond the limits of traditional LIMS. TrakCare Lab Enterprise, the world’s first
laboratory business management system, helps transform a reactive testing and
results service into a knowledge-driven, proactive healthcare partner.
Learn more at InterSystems.com/BeyondLIMS
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what’s happening

Improving efficiency with LIMS
An Australian developer and distributor of laboratory informatics

Based on LTech’s experience in implementing large-scale

software solutions, LTech, was recently asked to design a

and complex LIMS solutions, the company concluded that for

laboratory information management software for emerging labs

emerging labs, the solution’s architecture must be compact

to help them improve operational and cost efficiencies. Emerging

and must deal with all essential components of LIMS but with a

labs do what established labs do, but with fewer resources. As the

difference — it should be extensible. To achieve this goal, LTech

business grows, they require better tools to manage operations.

decided to include an expansion bus around the core product

Laboratory information management systems can transform

so that when business grows, functionality can be improved with

emerging labs, offering benefits such as data automation, time

additional modules.

saving, tracking and cost reduction amongst others. Emerging

This led to the development of Lims1 Emergent, a solution

labs are run by dedicated and ambitious people preoccupied with

designed to provide emerging labs access to a powerful

day-to-day operation, leaving no time or budget for implementing

information management system. As the operations grow, the

software solutions. They have budgetary constraints and most

labs can easily and instantaneously transition to a full Lims1

LIMS solutions are expensive and implementation is time-

solution. The system, offered as SaaS, enables laboratories

consuming. The LTech team was challenged to design a system

to track and manage their complete samples’ life cycle. Other

that is cost-effective, provides quick results and offers extensibility

features and benefits include: a modular solution — labs could

as the business grows.

add specific functions as required; scalable, easy transition to a

LTech’s Research and Development Director Dr Pramod

full system as lab grows; traceability, various security and audit

Pandey was instructed to “Design a LIMS software which must

trail to maintain integrity; data mining and report — automatic

be affordable (meaning implementation cost below $10,000)

COAs generation, since data is captured electronically, trend

taking the user from start to finish. That should include hosting

charting is possible; assist labs with regulatory and quality

infrastructure, software, and installation. The emergent lab must

compliance (ISO 9001, ISO 17025).

be able to use the software immediately and derive productivity

LTech Australia Pty Ltd
www.lims1.com
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gain from word go.”
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Switch to a gas partner with a dedicated
laboratory and calibration gas range

Email: SpecialtyGases@airliquide.com

Lauren Davis

Slip, slop,
slap —
and avoid
midnight
snacks
In recent years, various studies have been conducted into the time at which we consume our meals and
the effect that this has on our bodies. But I bet you never thought your mealtimes could affect the biological
clock of your skin — or its ability to protect itself from the sun’s rays.

R

“But not all peripheral tissues are entrained by RF [time-restricted feeding]
and the effect of RF on the skin has not been investigated. Hence, we examined
whether RF can entrain the circadian clock in skin and affect skin function.”
Led by Dr Joseph S Takahashi, chairman of neuroscience at UT Southwestern

esearchers from UT Southwestern Medical Center and UC Irvine

Medical Center’s Peter O’Donnell Jr. Brain Institute, the researchers split their

recently became intrigued by the prospect that the signals that influence circadian

mice into five different groups with five different feeding schedules. The ad libitum

clocks, such as time of feeding, could act as a regulator of skin function. They

(AD) group of mice had unlimited access to food; the early daytime (ED) group

focused on feeding time because this was already known to affect the daily cycles

had access to food from Zeitgeber time (ZT) 0 for four hours; the midday (MD)

of metabolic organs such as the liver.

group had access from ZT5 for four hours; the early night-time (EN) group had

The researchers decided to investigate this phenomenon in mice — usually
nocturnal animals — over a period of 25 days, with the results published in the
journal Cell Reports.
“Despite the circadian clock’s multiple roles in skin biology … little is known

access to food starting at ZT12; and the long daytime (LD) group had access from
ZT3 for eight hours.
The team determined the mice’s circadian clock phase by analysing the peak
time of skin mRNA expression of Per2, a commonly used indicator of circadian

of the factors that entrain the skin circadian clock,” the study authors wrote.

phase. And while mice fed during the night (EN) were found to have a Per2 phase

“Restriction of food intake to defined time periods is known to change the phase of

equivalent to the AD group, there was significant variation between the other groups.

the circadian clock and gene expression programs, especially in primary metabolic

“MD induced a phase advance on average of 4.19 ± 0.43 hr; in contrast, ED

organs such as the liver.
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food science

Consistent with previous studies, mice that ate mainly (AD) or only (EN) at
night formed more cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) — the primary cause
of melanomas in humans — when exposed to UVB during the night rather than
during the day. However, mice fed during the day (ED and MD) sustained more
skin damage when exposed to UVB light during the day rather than during the night.
“Thus … daytime RF reverses the diurnal rhythm of sensitivity to UVB-induced
DNA damage,” the study authors wrote.
According to the researchers, this outcome occurred, at least in part, because
an enzyme that repairs UV-damaged skin — xeroderma pigmentosum group A
(XPA) — shifted its daily cycle to be less active in the day. Mice that were fed only
during their usual evening times did not show altered XPA cycles and were thus
less susceptible to daytime UV rays.
Nevertheless, the researchers were somewhat taken aback by the news, with
Dr Takahashi – something of an expert on circadian rhythm — saying, “This finding
is surprising — I did not think the skin was paying attention to when we are eating.”
So how does this research translate to us humans? Does it mean that your
average nine-to-five office worker is better protected from the sun than shift workers,
night owls and anyone else who finds themselves eating primarily in the wee hours?
“It is likely that if you have a normal eating schedule, then you will be better
protected from UV during the daytime,” said Dr Takahashi. “If you have an
abnormal eating schedule, that could cause a harmful shift in your skin clock,
like it did in the mouse.”
Dr Bogi Andersen, co-leader of the study from UC Irvine, was less confident,
saying more research is needed to better understand the links between eating
patterns and UV damage in people — particularly how XPA cycles are affected.
He did admit, however, that it was “fascinating … that the skin would be sensitive
to the timing of food intake”.
This is not the first study of circadian rhythm Dr Takahashi has been involved
almost 9 hr apart for MD and ED, the groups with the most widely separated phases.

in this year — back in July, his research helped reinforce the idea that the time of

The magnitude of phase advances was the same in LD and MD,” the researchers

day food is eaten is more critical to weight loss than the amount of calories ingested.

wrote. They also found that the amplitude of Per2 was significantly lower in day-

Published in the journal Cell Metabolism, the study found that mice on a

fed mice compared with EN; using AD/EN as a reference, the phase shift of Per2

reduced-calorie plan that ate only during their normal feeding cycle were the only

in ED was significantly different compared with LD and MD.

ones among five groups to lose weight, despite consuming the same amount as

So this proves that there was a definite difference in circadian rhythm, but how

another group fed during daylight. Meanwhile, two groups of mice that were fed at

exactly did this manifest itself? The researchers found that the expression of around

the wrong times during their normal light-dark cycle — those with a 30% calorie

10% of the genes in the mice’s skin, including those involved in oxidative-reductive

reduction and others with unlimited food access during the day — remained active

metabolism and cell proliferation, responded acutely to food intake, and that the

at night, suggesting they had chronic sleep deprivation.

metabolic status of skin was determined by feeding. The most interesting aspect of

“Translated into human behaviour, these studies suggest that dieting will only

their results, however, came down to a shift in the skin’s sensitivity to UV damage.

be effective if calories are consumed during the daytime, when we are awake and

Previous work in mice had shown that sensitivity to UVB-induced DNA

active,” said Dr Takahashi. “They further suggest that eating at the wrong time at

damage in the epidermis is diurnal, with more damage when UVB rays are applied

night will not lead to weight loss, even when dieting.”

during the night than during the day. To test whether daytime feeding, with its

So, next time you find yourself up late watching Netflix and tempted by the

consequent shift in the phase of the circadian clock, modulated epidermal sensitivity,

prospect of a midnight snack, you might want to consider calling it a night. Not

the researchers applied UVB rays during both the day and night to the shaved

only will you have a better chance of losing weight, you’ll also be protecting yourself

backs of AD, EN, ED and MD mice, collecting the skin 15 minutes after exposure.

from sunburn, skin ageing and skin cancer.
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what’s new

Cell imager
The InCellis Cell Imager, from Bertin Instruments, is an all-in-one cell imager
developed to generate publication-quality images of cells on tissue slides or
in cell culture. The cell imager provides colour images in brightfield, phase
contrast and fluorescence.
Embedded cell culture applications allow users to determine cell transfection
efficiency, cell culture confluency or to get multicolour fluorescence images on the bench. An innovative design of LED cubes and quality
objective lenses displays high-resolution images on a 17″ touch-screen
monitor. Cell biologists can easily choose the best sample to use for
further analysis.
Other features include: a low-light CMOS colour camera (1280 x 1024
pixels) for high sensitivity in fluorescent signal detection; onboard automated cell culture applications; up to four fluorescence channels; a choice
of fluorescent light modules; a 6-position objective turret; a large field of view;
network compatibility; embedded technical support; and dedicated vessel holders.
Applications include cancer research, drug screening, cell toxicity, vaccine

Vortex mixer
The Omni Vortex 24 is a powerful vortex

production, gene cell therapy and biopharmaceutical production.

mixer, designed to conveniently handle a

SciTech Pty Ltd

variety of samples from gentle mixing to

www.scitech.com.au

vigorous vortexing.
The 4 mm orbit and 3200 RPM maximum
speed produce a powerful vortex effect, with
minimum noise and maximum efficiency. The
product also features variable speed control,
hands-free and touch modes.

Super-resolution, singlemolecule imaging
The Nanoimager from Oxford Nanoimaging enables single-molecule
imaging, offering super-resolution
capabilities in a compact, benchtop
system.
With a purpose-designed and fully
optimised optical path, the imager allows operators of any level to capture
sensitive single-molecule fluorescence
images using an easy-to-use interface.
With the ability to resolve features

It can be fitted with a variety of attachments, including a cup fitting, a 75 mm
mixing platform (both supplied) and an optional 24-place tube holder. This attachment
accommodates 24 x 2 mL tubes and can
additionally accommodate 1.5 mL snap-cap
tubes. It also facilitates tube vortexing on
the standard centre cup without removing
the tube carriage.
The product’s solid rubber feet ensure
complete stability during processing.
Capella Science
www.capellascience.com.au

down to 20 nm, the Nanoimager is
particularly advantageous to users.
The product is highly compact, with no daily alignment required. It operates
on a laboratory bench and supports live-cell imaging. Imaging techniques
available include widefield epifluorescence, TIRF, HILO, dSTORM, PALM,
single-molecule FRET and single-molecule tracking.
The compact design belies the high performance built into the imager, with
features including a motorised stage; FOV image stitching (sample overview);
low drift and thermal stabilisation; Z-position (focus) automation; user-defined
positions scanning; remote operation; programmable acquisitions; and powerful and intuitive acquisition/control software.
AXT Pty Ltd
www.axt.com.au
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spray drying

New spray dryer

recovers 95% of particles, improves
efficiency and cuts costs

Chemical engineers at the University of Sydney have developed and tested a new pilot-scale spray drying
system that is designed to recover more than 95% of particles.

T

“The new design features of this spray dryer have created a stable air flow, which
reduces the likelihood of particles colliding with the wall, thereby reducing the
amount of deposition and improving product recovery,” said Professor Langrish.
Tests of the new system showed a low amount of wall deposition, with

he system — developed by the team, part of the ARC Training

less than 5% of solid materials remaining in the drying chamber. This result is

Centre for the Australian Food Processing Industry in the 21st Century — offers

promising in comparison to more than 30% wall deposition in most standard

pharmaceutical and food businesses a more efficient and cost-effective method

spray dryer designs.

for producing goods.
Spray dryers use hot gas to convert liquid to powders and are widely used by
industry for the creation of dry foods, including powdered milk, instant coffee and

“This outcome means almost all of the dried particles can be recovered
from the system without being exposed to high temperatures for a long period
of time,” said Huang.

cereal, and pharmaceutical products, including antibiotics and some medications.

“This is particularly important for products such as foods, pharmaceuticals

The system, particularly well suited for materials with heat-sensitive compounds,

and bioactives, as the short times reduce the likelihood of degradation of heat-

such as foods, pharmaceuticals, waste and bioactives (non-essential compounds,

sensitive compounds.”

such as caffeine and fatty acids), is also said to have advantages for product purity
and recovery in other applications, such as detergent manufacturing.
“We have only tested the new spray dryer with salt so far, but all foods and

Professor Langrish said the next step was to develop the system further to
dry materials at a higher capacity. The specific design feature which reduces
pressure fluctuations is also currently being patented.

pharmaceuticals will potentially benefit from this new design. Many waste products

This system is intended to be part of an Advanced Food Engineering

will also be treatable in ways that current designs cannot do,” said Professor

Pilot Plant that will demonstrate and develop leading-edge food products and

Timothy Langrish, who is leading the research with his PhD candidate Harry Huang.

processes, along with other cutting-edge technologies, processes and products

The new system also overcomes one of the major issues plaguing spray dryers

developed by the ARC Training Centre for the Australian Food Processing

today — the settling of particles and sediment onto the inner surface of the dryer.
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what’s new

Positive pressure workstation for LC-MS sample prep
Tecan has unveiled the automated RESOLVEX A200 positive pressure workstation for LC-MS sample prep. The walkaway system expands Tecan’s portfolio
of MS sample preparation workstations and smart consumables, allowing the
company to provide complete solutions to match any workflow — from manual
processing to semiautomated high-throughput systems based on a Freedom
EVO or Fluent platform.
The product offers unattended positive pressure solid phase extraction, providing increased walkaway times for LC-MS sample preparation workflows. Said
to be lighter and smaller than previous systems, it has been carefully designed
to offer ease of use and enhanced performance. Eight-channel dispensing
delivers a three-fold increase in speed compared to single-channel dispensing, according to the company, and the intuitive touch-screen control enables
straightforward integration into laboratory protocols for immediate productivity.
The system is compatible with Tecan’s range of 96-well plate and column
format smart consumables, including narrow-bore extraction columns that
transform an extraction column into a reaction vessel.
Tecan Australia
www.tecan.com.au
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Isothermal titration
calorimetry (ITC) and
Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC)
are two powerful
microcalorimetry
techniques that can
provide valuable insight
into a biomolecule’s
behaviour and stability in
formulation.

Addressing the current needs of drug
discovery using Microcalorimetry
There is widespread recognition within
the industry that, when it comes to
comprehensively understanding biomolecular
interactions, no singular approach holds
all the answers. Spectroscopic analysis
can use low sample volumes but are often
unsuitable for this application, due to inherent
weaknesses including dye interference,
scattering, poor/no signal, and poorly defined
sub domain structural information. In contrast
ITC and DSC can provide accurate and highly
reproducible thermal measurements which
gives researchers further insights into how a
potential drug interacts with the target.
Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)
measures the heat released or absorbed
during a biomolecular binding event. This
allows accurate determination of binding
constants (KD), reaction stoichiometry (n),
enthalpy (∆H), and entropy (∆S). Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) measures
heat changes that occur in the biomolecule
during a controlled increase or decrease
in temperature. Understanding the factors
which affect both binding behaviour and
stability are critical in the design, formulation
and the optimisation of drug manufacturing
processes.
Recent advances in thermodynamic analysis
however have raised many new challenges.
One of the most recognised challenges is
the need to evaluate a wide range of binding
affinities (KD) which can span from low
millimolar to the subnanomolar range. Another
is to precisely categorise and differentiate

low molecular weight ligands based on the
mechanism of action, affinity and energetics
of interaction. Factors that can complicate the
reliable interpretation of binding data include
incorrect assessment of protein concentration
and the presence of an inactive protein fraction.
In addition, interpretation of this data can also
be complicated by uncertainty regarding the
concentration of compound stocks, which can
arise as a result of limited solubility, incorrect
measurement or chemical dissimilarities
between compounds.
The new Malvern MicroCal PEAQ ITC and
DSC systems have many integrated features
that address all these challenges and more
making them the ideal tool to generate
reproducible and reliable data with ease.

MicroCal
PEAQ-ITC:
Gold
Standard for measuring binding
affinities of more interactions
than any other technique.
The new MicroCal PEAQ-ITC is the ideal
instrument for measuring binding affinity and
stoichiometry.
New software makes it easy for anyone to
use this system. It has built in videos showing
how to run an experiment, design tools
showing how much sample to use to optimise
the experiment and data quality checks. The
fast response time of the instrument has a
significant effect on sensitivity allowing for
lower sample consumption and reducing the
experimental time. A KD can be determined in
less than 30 minutes including all the analysis.

The instrument can also be fully automated
for complete “hands-free” operation. The
analysis allows for the determination of the
active concentration of the target protein
or the ligand concentration or both when
the appropriate controls are used. New
software tools simplify the fitting of complex
binding isotherms that may be observed
when titrating with enantiomeric mixtures,
competition experiments or with targets with
more than one binding site.

MicroCal PEAQ-DSC: Gold
Standard artifact-free, and
reproducible stability data for
all proteins in all buffers.
The new MicroCal PEAQ-DSC Automated
system delivers high throughput, highly
sensitive protein stability analysis with low
sample consumption, in an automated
platform. Unattended operation enables 24hour screening, while the integrated software
facilitates non-subjective data analysis,
performance qualification and compliance
with 21 CFR Part 11 and Annex 11 regulations,
all delivering high integrity data and driving
productivity in biopharmaceutical research.
For more information on the new Malvern
MicroCal PEAQ ITC and DSC please contact us.
For further details contact
ATA Scientific Pty Ltd
+61 2 9541 3500
enquiries@atascientific.com.au
www.atascientific.com.au

what’s new

Thermal imaging camera for screening
people with elevated body temperatures
The ULIRIVISION TI120 thermal imaging camera uses thermal
imaging technology for non-contact, non-invasive visualisation
of skin surface temperature differences.
It makes it possible for defence, government, and public and
private sectors to screen for possible fatal viruses like SARS,
bird flu, H1N1 flu, etc, at airports, seaports, office buildings,
high-traffic areas and other areas of mass gatherings while
allowing crowds to keep moving. Other applications include
clinical diagnostics as well as veterinarian and medical research.
The detector is an uncooled FPA with a 160 x 120 IR pixel
resolution. With a spectral range of 7.5–14 µm, the camera
can measure temperatures in the range of 20–50°C. It weighs

Homogeniser
Perform DNA, RNA, protein and small molecule extractions from difficult, dirty, tough or tiny samples with the FastPrep-96 homogeniser
from MP Biomedicals.
With high power settings, FastPrep-96 utilises high-speed linear motion to disrupt any tissues or cells thoroughly through the simultaneous
beating of specialised lysing matrix particles.
FastPrep-96 offers a wide variety of sample adapters (2 x 96 deep
well plates, 96 x 2 mL, 48 x 4.5 mL, 24 x 15 mL, 8 x 50 mL and 1 x

<0.65 kg with the battery and standard lens. Other features
include: a bright, 3.5″ colour LCD; 50 Hz real-time imaging;
accuracy to ±0.6°C; automatic search and alarm; and noncontact monitoring.
The product includes a thermal imaging camera with a
standard IR lens, two Li-ion batteries, a battery charger, an
adapter, a USB cable, an SD card, a card reader, a software
CD, a warranty card, a certificate and a calibration book.
Optional accessories include a laptop and an SLR camera.

250 mL tubes) and a simple, accurate, closed loop control of lysing

SciTech Pty Ltd

power and speed. All this and more make the FastPrep-96 suitable

www.scitech.com.au

for all the user’s high-volume sample preparation needs.
Features include: high throughput, with the ability to process up
to 192 samples in 2 x 96 deep well plates; versatility, due to the
interchangeable adapters; reproducibility, with consistent lysis results;
fast processing speed of 1800 oscillations/min and 1.5″ stroke; and
true linear motion, eliminating the need to re-orient plates mid-cycle.
MP Biomedicals Australasia P/L
www.mpbio.com

Single-use bioreactors
Single-use, disposable equipment and systems have increased in popularity in the biopharmaceutical industry, offering advantages
over conventional stainless steel systems including improved batch success rates, less cross-contamination risk, decreased water
and wastewater requirements, and shortened project duration. At the same time, biopharmaceutical manufacturers are moving
towards end-to-end solutions — from process development and scale-up through to manufacturing for preclinical, clinical and
commercial supply — as they seek to increase quality and efficiency.
Merck’s portfolio of 3 to 2000 L Mobius single-use bioreactors delivers flexibility and continuity for scale-up, reducing the
need for retraining operators. The bioreactors thus enable laboratories to streamline their processes and expand their capacity.
The bioreactors provide flexibility by configuring software, hardware and single-use assemblies for use in suspension and adherent cell culture applications. They can function as standalone systems or be integrated as part of a facility’s automation platform.
All systems have doors and viewing windows, providing easy access to expendables and visibility on the status of the working
volume and mixing steps. CCP software meanwhile provides the user with one familiar interface that simplifies software management and reduces the learning curves for inexperienced operators.
Merck Pty Ltd
www.merckmillipore.com
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Lab automation platform for chemical synthesis
The GeSiM BioSyntheSizer 3.1 is a compact lab automation platform
designed for high flexibility. In the basic configuration, it masters several
different chemical syntheses simultaneously. This enables parallelisation
without requiring an additional set-up for each synthesis.
Building on the GeSiM Nanoplotter platform, the product features a
robotic stage with a configurable tool head and up to seven independently
moving Z-axes. It offers septum piercing, opening and closing flip cap
tubes, loading of individual SPE columns, powder dispensing and more.
Initially designed for the synthesis of biopolymers like collagen, hydrogels and radiopharmaceutical
tracers, the product also has potential for applications in medicinal chemistry. Definition of synthesis
workflows consisting of different material handling steps is made possible by different tools, vessels and
reactors which work together for a specific application.
Its hardware and software follow a strictly modular approach and make the platform open for applicationspecific configurations. The instrument software reflects the current set-up and quickly adapts to changing
requirements when more hardware is added.
Bio-Strategy Pty Ltd
www.bio-strategy.com
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Lab-grade undercounter refrigerators
Clinical and laboratory personnel with the need to store vaccines, pharmaceuticals and other molecular or biological samples safely can benefit from
the Thermo Scientific TSX505 Series lab-grade undercounter refrigerators,
designed to minimise energy usage and noise while maintaining high levels of performance and maximising storage capacity. Using thermoelectric
devices in place of compressor technology for variable speed control, the
refrigerators regulate their internal temperatures effectively to provide suitable
storage conditions for demanding applications.
Powered by compressor-free V-Drive technology and featuring synchronised temperature management (STeM), internal conditions
are actively monitored and maintained at the desired temperature. This includes constant monitoring of, and adjustments during, door
openings to minimise the negative impact of temperature fluctuations on samples. In combination, V-Drive and STeM provide uninterrupted temperature stability and uniformity throughout the internal chamber.
The refrigerators are said to consume up to 37% less energy than other models. The compressor-less technology also overcomes
the common challenge of ‘humming’ in lab-grade refrigerators due to its quiet operation at just 35 dBA. This means the unit can be
kept in work areas without disturbing personnel or nearby patients.
Data logging capabilities are easily enabled through a USB port, allowing users to monitor storage conditions in a timely and efficient manner. With no internal protrusions, such as overhead fans, users can benefit from up to double the storage space compared
to similar models.
Thermo Fisher Scientific
www.thermofisher.com.au

Weekend-free feeding
of human pluripotent
stem cells
Most established human pluripotent stem cell (hPSC) protocols
require daily medium replacement, demanding researchers to
routinely work weekends. BioLamina
has developed a protocol that eliminates

Imaging system and fluorescent secondary
antibodies
The ChemiDoc MP Imaging System is designed for multiplex fluorescent western blotting. With triplex acquisition, the product can
detect up to three proteins simultaneously to gain more data per
sample and minimise stripping and reprobing.
The ChemiDoc MP has five fluorescent channels spanning the
entire red, green, blue (RGB) and near-infrared (NIR) spectra,
compatible with a wide range of supported fluorophores to simplify
experimental design. This includes Bio-Rad’s Starbright Secondary
Antibodies, highly cross-adsorbed IgGs labelled with an ultrasensitive near-infrared fluorophore, suitable for low abundant proteins.
The system also fully supports Bio-Rad’s Stain-Free technology,
allowing rapid fluorescent detection of protein on gels and blots and,
therefore, multiple points at which to visualise and validate results.
This permits loading control normalisation utilising total protein
concentration and eliminates the need for housekeeping proteins.
The ChemiDoc MP also enables sensitive chemiluminescent

feeding on Saturdays and Sundays, based on
the biorelevant support of Laminin-521 (LN-521). LN-521
is the key cell adhesion protein of the natural stem cell
niche. It is expressed in the basement membranes of the
developing embryo and secreted by hPSCs in culture.
The product means cells grow in a homogeneous monolayer without any need for manual removal of differentiated cell areas. Easy and efficient single-cell passaging
enables standardised experiments. Cells also maintain high
pluripotency expression and proliferation rate.
The protocol can easily be made totally defined and xenofree with the user’s choice of culture medium and enzyme.
The protocol is validated with a low bFGF concentration
medium.
The stem cell matrix is available as a coating solution
(LN-521) and as LN-521 pre-coated plates (521-To-Go).
Sapphire Bioscience
www.sapphirebioscience.com

detection with ECL substrates and gel documentation applications.
Bio-Rad Laboratories Pty Ltd
www.bio-rad.com
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Desktop SEMs
The 5th generation Phenom Pro and ProX series of desktop SEMs by
Phenom-World feature enhanced imaging, a 20% resolution improvement and added software to significantly widen the application range.
The Phenom SEM maintains its ease of use with the NeverLost
navigation and integrated automated stage. It features high throughput
with analysis and full imaging of large samples up to 100 x 100 mm.
Elemental analysis (EDS technology) can be added, while a secondary electron detector (SED) is available for applications that require
surface and topography sensitive imaging.
The Phenom desktop scanning electron microscope (SEM) has
become a useful characterisation tool particularly for laboratories
focused on materials, electronics, environmental, life sciences and
forensics applications. Continual improvements from Phenom, combined with more applications arising, have led to further developments
and capabilities.
Accessories include the Eucentric Sample Holder, which allows users to quickly and safely tilt and rotate samples while
imaging. A real-time 3D visualisation module shows the actual sample position and orientation at all times, from any position. Samples can be tilted up to angles of 90° without risk of collision enabling for worry-free operation.
The Tensile stage meanwhile allows users to examine how materials will react when they are pulled apart or pushed
together when a tension force is applied. By measuring the force required to elongate a sample to breaking point, material
properties can be determined to predict how products will behave in their intended applications.
ATA Scientific Pty Ltd
www.atascientific.com.au
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Lauren Davis

One giant leap
for Australia
as national space agency
announced

Minister for Education and Training Simon Birmingham surprised
attendees at the 2017 International Astronautical Congress in Adelaide
by announcing the government’s plans to establish Australia’s very
own space agency.

S

“An important issue the review was asked to

supports the development and application of space

look at was whether Australia should have a national

technologies and grows our domestic space industry.

space agency, and while there is more work to be

“The agency will be the anchor for our

done in this review … one point is overwhelmingly

domestic coordination and the front door for our
international engagement.”

peaking at the congress, Birmingham

clear. The case for establishing the Australian space

made reference to the government’s review into an

agency is compelling, and so I am pleased today to

So exactly what will this news mean for Australia?

Australian space industry capability, which began

announce that the Australian Government will be

Dr Alan Duffy, a research fellow at Swinburne

in July. The review has been undertaken by an

establishing a national Australian space agency,”

University and one of the country’s most well-known

expert reference group chaired by former CSIRO

Birmingham said.

astronomers, said the announcement “marks a huge

chief Dr Megan Clark, which received almost 200

In a statement made later in the day, Acting

written submissions and conducted more than 400

Minister for Industry, Innovation and Science

consultations from Australian industry, government

Michaelia Cash said, “A national space agency

Dr Duffy noted that the space economy is worth

and society.

will ensure we have a strategic long-term plan that

$420 billion each year globally and $3–4 billion per
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moment for Australia as we can finally explore and
commercialise space together as a nation”.
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space science

order to chase opportunities in state-of-the-art
engineering, sciences and technology.
“It will be amazing if the opportunities that the
space industry offers are available locally,” he said. “On
top of this, I cannot think of a better way to inspire the
next generation of physical scientists and engineers.”
Associate Professor Michael Brown, an
astronomer at Monash University, added that the
creation of an Australian space agency will enable
the creation of Australian-made components. He
noted, “Australians have long been users of foreignbuilt or -operated satellites for communications,
remote sensing and research. Indeed, much of my
astronomical research uses data collected by American,

Image taken at the 2017 IAC conference in
Adelaide. Image credit: AusSMC.

European and Japanese space telescopes.
“We still need the details, but I’m optimistic that
Australia can develop its own satellites and be partners,

Following the news, UNSW Canberra and

rather than bystanders, in multinational space projects.

the Australian National University (ANU) have

For example, Australia could be a natural partner for

announced a collaboration to create end-to-end

future radioastronomy satellites.”

capability for the design, assembly and testing of

Dr Lee Spitler, from Macquarie University, noted

spacecraft for future space missions. The collaboration

that Australia’s space sector has so far been operating

provides joint access to both world-class facilities

as “a grassroots movement across a small number of

at UNSW Canberra Space and ANU’s Advanced

companies, university groups and the defence sector”;

Instrumentation Technology Centre (AITC).

a national space agency will thus bring the work of

“The UNSW Canberra team includes 40 highly

these organisations to the forefront, as well as increase

skilled Australian space professionals from the global

the potential for our country to play a key role in the

space sector,” said Professor Russell Boyce, director

international space scene in the future.

of UNSW Canberra Space. “This includes scientists,

“A space agency not only will serve as a conduit

engineers, faculty staff, postdocs and PhD students,

for establishing formal agreements with other nations,

who bring more than 150 years of experience in

it may lead to strategic initiatives for boosting key

organisations such as ESA and NASA — where

space-related activities in Australia,” he said.

they designed, developed and deployed spacecraft

Associate Professor Graziella Caprarelli, from the
University of South Australia, is meanwhile holding
out for the release of details regarding the structure
of the agency and what its portfolio will be.

and space instrumentation for near-Earth and deep
space programs.
“This agreement also helps create the right
environment in the ACT for space engineering to

“I was pleased to hear from Senator Birmingham’s

grow and deliver commercial operations. The UNSW

speech … that, even though the principal justification

Canberra commercial spin-off Skykraft will provide

for the establishment of an Australian space agency

commercial services to a growing space sector, drawing

is to drive, nurture and support Australia’s space

on the research at UNSW Canberra Space.”

industry, there appears to be a general understanding

UNSW Canberra’s new Concurrent Design

year in Australia — the latter of which could easily

that industry growth cannot be detached from STEM

Facility, partly funded by the ACT Government, will

double with a national space agency, he claimed.

education, scientific research and training, as well as

meanwhile partner with French space agency CNES.

technical development,” she said.

Said to be an Australian first, this facility allows the

“A national space agency isn’t about sending
people into space; it’s about creating people’s jobs

“It is to be hoped, therefore, that the future

here in Australia,” Dr Duffy said. “I have spoken to

Australian agency will assume a coordinating

countless students who want to know how they can

role for all space-related activities, encompassing

“So, our UNSW Canberra space partnerships

work in the exciting space sector without having to

education, research, training, technical and business

will service not only our teaching and research, but

go abroad. With a national space agency, our best

development, international law and policy, [and]

will feed right through to supporting national needs

and brightest can now create a future economy

exploration missions.”

and commercial opportunities,” said Professor Boyce.

country to lead the design and operation of future
space missions.

The expert reference group will now develop

“These agreements provide new employment

The University of Adelaide’s Associate Professor

a charter for the space agency for inclusion in the

pathways for university graduates, while

David Ottaway agreed, noting that Australian STEM

government’s wider strategy, to be completed by the

positioning Canberra right at the heart of the

graduates “frequently need to move overseas” in

end of March 2018.

national space industry.”

right here.”
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what’s new

Compact sCMOS camera
The pco.Panda camera, with its customised 16-bit sCMOS sensor, measures only 65 x 65 x
65 mm3. The 4.2 MP camera provides high quantum efficiency up to 80%, low readout noise
of <2 e and high resolution of 2048 x 2048 pixels with a pixel size of 6.5 µm.
Other features include: a high dynamic range of 22,500:1; exposure times from 100 µs to
1 s; a maximum frame rate of >40 fps at full resolution; a rolling shutter; a USB 3.1 interface;
and power over USB.
The camera is suitable for applications such as GSDIM, PALM, STORM, SPIM, SIM, live
cell microscopy, single-molecule detection, light sheet microscopy, spinning disk confocal
microscopy, FRET, FRAP, fluorescence spectroscopy, bioluminescence, chemiluminescence
and high content screening.
SciTech Pty Ltd
www.scitech.com.au

Anti-A and anti-B chromatography resins
Merck has launched the Eshmuno P anti-A and Eshmuno P anti-B affinity chromatography resins, specifically designed
to remove anti-A and anti-B isoagglutinin antibodies during the manufacturing of plasma-derived immunoglobulin (Ig)
therapies.
Trace amounts of anti-A and anti-B antibodies in plasma-derived Ig can lead to serious and sometimes fatal haemolytic
events in patients undergoing plasma-based treatment. The introduction of chromatographic steps using Eshmuno P
resins to deplete anti-A and anti-B antibodies is expected to reduce patient
risk for adverse medical events associated with plasma-derived Ig therapies.
This enhanced patient safety is achieved without negatively impacting process
economics by re-using the resins for at least 200 cycles, with acid or alkaline
cleaning, without loss of performance.
The resins are manufactured using a combination of Merck’s base matrix
technology and a novel synthetic approach. The resins are released by an
innovative test method to evaluate performance with less variability compared
with classical agglutination methods, according to the company.
Merck’s chromatography resins are designed for efficient bioprocessing
purification and are extensively used in commercial processes. The resins
can be used to support plasma purification processes while minimising
operational costs and time to clinic.
Merck Pty Ltd
www.merckmillipore.com

Clear disposable tips
Tecan has introduced a selection of clear Liquid Handling (LiHa) disposable tips. The tips are
intended for use with Air LiHa, Air FCA and Cavro ADP pipetting options, providing verified
performance for applications that do not require capacitive liquid level detection (cLLD).
The company’s disposable tips are designed, manufactured and tested specifically for
Tecan liquid handling options. Suitable for a variety of applications, the non-conductive
clear tips are especially useful for setting up methods where users can ‘see’ into the tip.
The range includes 50 µL tips — available in Tecan Pure — and 200 and 1000 µL
tips — currently available in Tecan Standard and soon in Tecan Pure — all with or without
filters. Each tip is manufactured in a controlled environment and optically inspected to
ensure consistent performance.
Tecan Australia
www.tecan.com.au
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High-definition chromogens for IHC and ISH
Enzo Life Sciences offers a wide selection of high-definition chromogens. The company has a broad palette of colours to choose from, giving users the flexibility to plan
multiplex IHC protocols.
Enzo’s HIGHDEF chromogens are substrate-chromogen systems designed to be
used for immunohistochemistry or in situ hybridisation with alkaline phosphatase (AP) or
horseradish peroxidase (HRP). The chromogens Yellow HRP, Blue HRP and Black HRP are
said to be exclusive to the company.
HIGHDEF chromogens have been engineered to increase stability and staining intensity, and

Immunofluorescence
double-staining kit

to produce strong colours that are insoluble in alcohol and xylene substitutes. Therefore, sections
can be dehydrated in alcohol, cleared in xylene substitutes and permanently mounted.
Sapphire Bioscience
www.sapphirebioscience.com

Vector Laboratories introduces
the VectaFluor Duet kit, offering
convenient, ready-to-use immunofluorescence double labelling. The
kit is suitable for use with a wide
range of frozen and FFPE tissue
samples, combining primary and
secondary antibodies to streamline
workflow.
The product includes a secondary
reagent to detect mouse and rat
primary antibodies with green and
red DyLight fluorescent dyes and a
normal blocking serum. While using
two stains sequentially requires a tedious, time-consuming protocol and
complex workflow, the VectaFluor
Duet combines the double staining
into one protocol. This reduces
preparation time, according to the
company — in some cases by as
much as a day or more.
In the kit, Vector Laboratories’
affinity-purified, cross-adsorbed
secondary antibodies are conjugated to DyLight dyes in a process that
ensures maximum labelling without
compromising antibody affinity
or specificity. The red and green
DyLight anti-mouse/anti-rabbit antibodies are combined into a robust,
stable cocktail that yields sensitive
and consistent dual staining.
Abacus ALS Australia
www.abacus-als.com
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Peter Keyte, Technical Manager – Air, Environmental

Asbestos
reporting
protocols
for laboratories

Under the various guidelines that relate to asbestos in Australian state and federal legislation there are
numerous requirements, implicit and explicit, for laboratories reporting asbestos testing results.

D

In the NEPM, AF is defined by size (ie, asbestos materials that pass
through a 7x7 mm sieve), whereas FA is defined by its degree of degradation
or condition. In practice, these categories often overlap. In discussion on FA
and AF definitions, the NEPM adds the following: From a risk to human health

epending on whether the legislation relates to testing driven by

perspective, FA and AF are considered to be equivalent to friable asbestos in

occupational health, waste classification and disposal, contaminated site assessment

Safe Work Australia (2011), which is defined therein as ‘material that is in a

or other guidelines, the meaning of terms like ‘friable’ and requirements relating

powder form or that can be crumbled, pulverised or reduced to a powder by

to reporting limits vary between jurisdictions and applications.

hand pressure when dry, and contains asbestos’; NEPM Schedule B1 p27–28.

The Australian Standard AS4964 Method is promulgated as the reference

It has become evident that the purported equivalence of these terms under

method for asbestos testing in all jurisdictions, for both the intended application

the NEPM as implied in Table 6 of the NEPM is not necessarily generally

of asbestos identification and as the base method for asbestos quantitation,

accepted, particularly outside the environmental sector. The exclusion of

most notably under the National Environment Protection (Assessment of Site

‘free’ fibres, generally taken to mean the respirable (‘trace’) fibres which

Contamination) Amendment Measure 2013 (No. 1) (the NEPM). Although never

represent the greatest health risk, highlights this difference in definitions.

intended as a quantitative method, under the NEPM, laboratories are routinely
requested to apply AS4964 to quantitation of asbestos in soils.

Under asbestos removal, waste classification and disposal and
occupational health regulations, any reported detection of ‘friable’ asbestos
implies the potential presence of respirable fibres. As a result, the use of this

Friable asbestos

term can invoke rigorous dust controls and dramatically increase waste

In the context of applying a Health Screening Level (HSL) to “Asbestos Fines”

disposal and other costs for stakeholders. There is no explicit requirement

(AF) and “Fibrous Asbestos” (FA), the NEPM refers to the sum of FA and AF as

in AS4964 to use the term ‘friable’ when describing asbestos found in

“Friable Asbestos”, although it is noted that this HSL does not apply to free fibres.

samples for analysis.
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environmental science

In order to allow direct comparisons between analysis results and the
NEPM HSL, ALS previously used the NEPM interpretation of ‘friable asbestos’
when reporting asbestos quantitation results for environmental samples.
Following extensive consultation with regulators, auditors and consultants,
ALS is updating reporting categories to those shown in the following table.

©stock.adobe.com/au/Argus

Asbestos analytes and descriptions
EA200: AS4964-2004 Identification
by AS4964 (NATA accredited)

Result

LOR

Units

Asbestos Detected

Yes/No

0.1

g/kg

Asbestos Type

Mineral

Sample Weight (dry)

Weight

0.01

g

Asbestos (Trace)

Yes/No

5

Fibres

Description

Text*

—

—

APPROVED IDENTIFIER

Name

—

—

*The ‘Description’ reported under AS4964 is intended to give context to the
form or condition of any asbestos found in the sample. The form is described in
objective terms, with the term ‘friable’ only used when the asbestos is actually
assessed by crushing as described by Safe Work Australia.

For homogenous samples, the laboratory is only required to describe the
entire sample, or sub-sample, or both. The standard does, however, suggest
by example that the form of asbestos fibres found should also be reported for
non-homogenous samples.
Equivalency of terms used in the NEPM (in Table 6), WA DoH (2009)
and Work Health and Safety Legislation guidelines
NEPM terminology
(based on WA DoH 2009)

Work Health and Safety
terminology

EA200N: Asbestos
Quantification under the ACS
NEPM 2013 (non-NATA)

Result

LOR

Units

Asbestos (Fines and Fibrous
<7 mm)

Dry Weight

0.0005

g

Fibrous Asbestos >7 mm

Dry Weight

0.1

g

Asbestos (Fines and Fibrous
FA+AF)

Percentage

0.001

% (w/w)

Asbestos Containing Material

Dry Weight

0.1

g

Asbestos Containing Material
(as 15% Asbestos in ACM
>7mm)

Percentage

0.01

%(w/w)

Weight Used for % Calculation

Soil Weight

0.0001

kg

Results below the AS4964 Limit of Reporting
When reporting NATA-accredited asbestos analysis results, ALS must

Bonded asbestos-containingmaterial or ‘bonded ACM’
(referred to as ACM in WA
DoH 2009)

Bonded asbestos/
non-friable asbestos

comply with NATA and AS4964 requirements, as well as the requirements
of regulatory bodies.
In some jurisdictions, there is an obligation on laboratories to report the
presence of all asbestos found, even when estimated to be below the AS4964

Fibrous asbestos, FA

Non-bonded/friable asbestos

Limit of Reporting (LOR). Consequently, when asbestos is found, but estimated

Asbestos fines, AF

Non-bonded/friable asbestos

to be below the AS4964 reporting limit, ALS will report a qualified No*. The
“No*” will be accompanied in the report by an explanatory comment stating,

Clearly, accurate reporting of asbestos test results demands careful use of
terminology to avoid unintended misinterpretations and increased costs for
industries involved in asbestos-related works.
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“Asbestos was found at levels estimated to be below the reporting limit of
0.1g/kg.” The asbestos type and description will also be reported.
ALS Global
www.alsglobal.com
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Detection and differentiation of pathogenic Yersinia enterocolitica strains
CHROMagar has launched an updated version of CHROMagar Y.enterocolitica, with improved
selectivity and sensitivity, allowing laboratories to concentrate their efforts and resources only
on suspect colonies that have a real potential of pathogenicity.
As with the previous version, pathogenic strains are immediately differentiated from
non-pathogenic Yersinia enterocolitica and other bacteria by a distinctive mauve colony
colour. There is, however, a reduction in the accompanying flora, facilitating the visualisation of mauve colonies.
The sensitivity has also been increased, with the product now able to better detect
some rare biotype 4 serotype O3 strains that didn’t grow as well in the old version.
Dutec Diagnostics Pty Ltd
www.dutecdiagnostics.net.au

Ultralow-temperature laboratory freezers
Laboratories are under increasing pressure to decrease their energy
consumption, but finding ultralow-temperature cold storage equipment
that can help reduce environmental footprint and is equipped with
features to maintain sample storage conditions can be challenging.
Now, researchers can choose from the wide range of ENERGY STAR
certified ultralow-temperature freezers from Thermo Fisher Scientific,
including the Thermo Scientific TSX, Forma 89000, Revco RLE, TLE

Stoppers

and HERAfreeze HLE Series.

The UNI-STOP has been designed

A joint initiative of the US Environmental Protection Agency and the US

by Westlab as an alternative to other

Department of Energy, the ENERGY STAR program recognises energy-

stoppers. Each stopper has the abil-

efficient products, homes and buildings to enable consumers, businesses

ity to transform from a solid stopper

and industry to make smart, sustainable choices. The program has now

to a stopper with one or two holes,

been expanded to include standards

depending on the model, for a range

for laboratory equipment used for the

of experiments.

cold storage of non-volatile reagents
and biological specimens.

With the ability to fit multiple neck
sizes, the stoppers feature a universal

To reduce energy consumption,

hole that fits tubing from 6–10 mm in

Thermo Fisher Scientific’s ultralow-

diameter. They also have an internal

temperature freezers incorporate fea-

barb seal, for ease of inserting tub-

tures such as V-drive technology that

ing, as well as reverse grip-ribs for

continually detects and adapts to user

maximum seal.

patterns to provide temperature uni-

The stoppers are manufactured

formity throughout, fast door opening

from a blended vulcanised polymer

recovery and lower heat emissions to

to ensure longevity and versatility in

reduce HVAC costs. In addition, the

every environment.

refrigerants used in the freezers have

Westlab Supplies

been approved by the EPA’s Significant

www.westlab.com.au

New Alternatives Policy (SNAP) program, which evaluates substitutes for
ozone-depleting substances to reduce
overall risk to human health and the
environment.
Thermo Fisher Scientific
www.thermofisher.com.au
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Clinical decision support solution
Abbott’s AlinIQ CDS Expert allows clinicians, pathologists
and relevant experts to capture their intellectual property and
decision-making processes in a case-based and rule-based
solution. The solution has been developed not to replace
clinician decision making, but to enable experts to apply their
decision-making processes in a consistent, scalable manner.
AlinIQ CDS Expert uses an interactive and user-centred rule
building process that allows the expert to produce algorithms

Particle sizing and counting

using a natural language syntax, enabling programming of the
decision rules and validation in real time by non-IT experts.

Particle & Surface Sciences’ POLA 2000 for particle

This helps avoid the lengthy delays and costs often incurred

sizing and counting has been modified to include

when engaging IT departments or external vendors to write

extra applications, making it suitable for aqueous

algorithms and build knowledge bases. Placing ownership of

fluids, used oils, powders, cement, algae, pharma-

knowledge building in the hands of the clinician or relevant

ceutical and biological products for research, and

expert within the healthcare organisation results in automated,

industrial organisations. The system comes in two

real-time clinical decision support aligned with institutional

configurations.

practice. The ownership of the knowledge base remains with

As a particle size analyser, the system can measure

the healthcare organisation and the incremental development

a size range from 0.5–350 µm, with up to 1000 user-

and application of that knowledge base will drive improvement

selectable size channels over the size range. Results

of clinical and non-clinical practice.

can be displayed by both population and volume

The integration of the case-based and rule-based ap-

in either graphical or tabular formats. The system

proach results in a CDS solution that is demonstrating value

is calibrated with NIST traceable latex standards.

to patients, clinicians and health systems in 200+ sites

As a particle count analyser, the system can be

across Australia, New Zealand, Africa, USA and Europe. This

calibrated to ISO 11171 Reporting (ISO 4406) or the

approach not only represents excellence for its precision,

SAE AS4059 Standard for Hydraulic Fluids. It provides

robustness and learning capacity, but it is also an example

constant pump speed, regardless of viscosity, and

of how to take full advantage of each of the case-based and

the resolution can be selected by the user.

rule-based techniques.

The system is versatile and simple to use.

AlinIQ CDS Expert is part of Abbott’s suite of professional

It features its own carry handle, a dedicated laptop

services and open informatics solutions that is delivering

computer and Windows software.

productivity in pathology and enabling pathology to continue

Particle & Surface Sciences Pty Ltd

to engage beyond traditional boundaries and deliver value

www.pss.aus.net

to their customers.
Abbott Australasia Pty Ltd
www.AbbottLabs.com.au

arium ultrapure
®
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standards
xxxxx

Calibration standard
moves to final stage of revision

The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) is revising ISO/IEC 17025, General requirements for
the competence of testing and calibration laboratories, 12 years after the publication of the previous version.

O

ver the years, ISO/IEC 17025 has

standard and integrate significant changes. The review

and incorporates the use of computer systems,

of the standard began in February 2015 as the result

electronic records and the production of

of a joint proposal by the International Laboratory
Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) and the South
African Bureau of Standards (SABS).

electronic results and reports.
• The new version of the standard includes a
chapter on risk-based thinking and describes

become the international reference for testing and

“The revision was needed to cover all the technical

calibration laboratories wanting to demonstrate

changes, technical developments and developments

their capacity to deliver trusted results. The

in IT techniques that the industry has seen since the

• The terminology has been updated to be

International Standard, published jointly by ISO

last version,” said Heribert Schorn, another convenor

more in step with today’s world and the fact

and IEC (International Electrotechnical Commission),

of the working group. “Additionally, the standard

that hard-copy manuals, records and reports

contains a set of requirements enabling laboratories

takes into consideration the new version of [Quality

are slowly being phased out in favour of

to improve their ability to produce consistently

Management System standard] ISO 9001.”

valid results.

the commonalities with the new version of
ISO 9001:2015.

electronic versions.

The standard’s revision process has now reached

• A new structure has been adopted to align

“ISO/IEC 17025 impacts the results delivered

the Final Draft International Standard (FDIS) stage

the standard with the other existing ISO/

by laboratories in a number of ways,” said Warren

— the last leg of development before publication.

IEC conformity assessment standards, such

Merkel, one of the convenors of the working group

The main changes are as follows:

as the ISO/IEC 17000 series on conformity

revising the standard. “The standard requires them

• The process approach now matches that of

to meet criteria for competence of their personnel,

newer standards such as ISO 9001, ISO 15189

• The scope has been revised to cover all

the calibration and maintenance of their equipment

(quality of medical laboratories) and ISO/

laboratory activities, including testing,

and the overall processes they use to generate the data.

IEC 17021-1 (requirements for audit and

calibration and the sampling associated with

This requires laboratories to think and operate in a

certification bodies). The revised standard

subsequent calibration and testing.

way that ensures their processes are under control

puts the emphasis on the results of a process

Developed jointly by ISO and IEC via the

and their data are reliable.”

instead of the detailed description of its tasks

Committee on conformity assessment (CASCO),

and steps.

the new version of ISO/IEC 17025 will replace the

However, the laboratory environment has
changed dramatically since the standard was last

• With a stronger focus on information

published in 2005, leading to the decision to revise the

technologies, the standard now recognises
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2005 version and is scheduled for publication at
the end of this year.
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IMMUNOPRECIPITATION
WITH NANO-TRAPS

Gas generator
Peak Scientific has released its latest dedicated
gas solution for use with LC-MS systems. The
Genius 1024 nitrogen and dry air generator has
been designed to meet the needs of SCIEX LC-MS
systems and has been approved by SCIEX for use
on all its RUO LC-MS systems.

GFP-Trap® and RFP-Trap® are well established high
quality tools for the fast, reliable and efficient onestep isolation of green and red fluorescent fusion
proteins and their interacting factors. Nano-Traps are
used for:
• Pulldowns/Immunoprecipitations
• ChIP/RIP Analysis
• Mass Spectrometry
• Enzyme Activity Measurements

The compact, under-bench solution effectively
replaces the Genius ABN2ZA nitrogen generator,
which was also developed specifically for SCIEX.
Compared with its predecessor, the Genius 1024
has a significantly increased flow rate, meaning it
can meet the demands of SCIEX’s latest LC-MS

Nano-Traps consist of single polypeptide chain coupled to
an immobilising matrix (agarose beads, magnetic particles,
magnetic agarose beads or multiwell plates). These NanoTraps have excellent binding properties and are produced
with constant high quality without batch-to-batch variations.

systems, including the X500 Series QTOF systems.
Designed mainly for LC-MS applications, Peak
Scientific’s Genius series of generators are selfcontained systems featuring integrated compressors, delivering laboratory-grade nitrogen at various
pressures and flow rates required by numerous
instruments. Engineered, assembled and performance tested at Peak Scientific’s ISO 9001 compliant manufacturing centre of excellence in the UK,
they are backed by the company’s global on-site
technical support.

Introducing the newest member of the Nano-Trap
family: MBP-Trap® for Immunoprecipitation.
Fast and very efficient pull down of MBP-tagged proteins
even at low expression levels:
• Significantly higher affinity compared to amylose resin
• Reduced background
• No heavy or light antibody chains in downstream
applications  
• One step immunoprecipitation
• Short incubation time of ca. 30 minutes

Peak Scientific Instruments Pty Ltd
www.peakscientific.com

Other members of the Nano-Trap family:
• Dnmt1-Trap
• GST-Trap
• Mdm4/ Hdmx-Trap
• MK2-Trap
• Myc-Trap
• PARP1-Trap
• P53 C-term-Trap
• P53 N-term-Trap

Experience the Alpaca Antibody Advantage

Ph: (02) 9484-0931 | Fax: (02) 9980-2162
Email: info@bionovuslifesciences.com.au

www.bionovuslifesciences.com.au
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Glyphosate strip test kits
The Abraxis Glyphosate strip test is a rapid immunochromatographic test
designed solely for use in the qualitative screening of glyphosate in water
and food samples. For food samples such as honey, lentils, baby food and
wheat/oat cereal, a simple sample extraction is necessary, although the kits
do not require any additional materials to perform the test.
Glyphosate, a broad-spectrum systemic herbicide, was introduced in 1974
by Monsanto under the trade name Roundup. Said to be the largest selling
agrochemical in the world, glyphosate is marketed under dozens of trade
names by many different manufacturers. It is used for vegetation control of
perennial and annual plants, broad-leaf weeds, grasses, woody plants and
aquatic weeds, as well as grain dessication to increase harvest yield.
The introduction of genetically modified crops resistant to glyphosate has caused an increased use of glyphosate,
allowing farmers to control weeds without harming their crops. Due to its widespread use, glyphosate has become
ubiquitous in the environment and food supply.
Glyphosate can adsorb to soil and is highly water soluble, which can cause surface and groundwater contamination from run-off, soil erosion and leaching. The long-term impact on the environment and human health are growing
concerns worldwide.
United Bioresearch Products Pty Ltd
www.unitedbioresearch.com.au

Acid digestion fume hoods
HEMCO UniFlow HDPE Acid Digestion fume hoods are specifically
designed and built for work with high volumes and concentrations of acids. With the interior including the work surface of
the fume hood fabricated from one piece of HDPE, the sash
of clear polycarbonate and the exterior of the hood constructed
of composite polyresin, the entire superstructure is totally nonmetallic and chemical resistant to meet the demands of acid
digestion procedures.
The fume hoods are offered in sizes from 48 to 96″ wide and
available with or without a built-in washdown system. A wide
selection of accessories, cabinets and exhaust blowers is offered
to complete the user’s fume set-up requirement.
HEMCO Corporation
www.hemcocorp.com
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security

DNA
sequencing
programs

vulnerable to cyber attack

Everyone knows the importance of practising good cybersecurity, but
we bet you never thought your computer could be hacked using DNA.

R

that is scientifically fascinating though arguably not the first thing an adversary

analysed the security hygiene of common, open-source DNA processing

DNA is, at its heart, a system that encodes information in sequences of

programs, which can be used to reveal everything from one’s ancestry to fitness

nucleotides. Through trial and error, the team found a way to include executable

levels to microorganisms that live in your gut. Unfortunately, the only thing

code — similar to computer worms that occasionally wreak havoc on the

the researchers found was a proliferation of poor computer security practices.

internet — in synthetic DNA strands.

esearchers from the University of Washington (UW) recently

The researchers even went so far as to demonstrate a hacking technique
might attempt — using biological molecules to infect a computer through
normal DNA processing.

The team discovered known security gaps in many open-source software

To create optimal conditions for an adversary, they introduced a known

programs used to analyse DNA sequencing data. Some were written in unsafe

security vulnerability into a software program that’s used to analyse and search

languages known to be vulnerable to attacks, in part because they were first

for patterns in the raw files that emerge from DNA sequencing. When that

crafted by small research groups who likely weren’t expecting much, if any,

particular DNA strand is processed, the malicious exploit can gain control of

adversarial pressure. But as the cost of DNA sequencing has plummeted over

the computer that’s running the program — potentially allowing the adversary

the last decade, open-source programs have been adopted more widely in

to look at personal information, alter test results or even peer into a company’s

medical- and consumer-focused applications.

intellectual property.
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“To be clear, there are lots of challenges involved,” said Lee Organick,
a co-author on the study. “Even if someone wanted to do this maliciously,
it might not work. But we found it is possible.”
So far, the researchers stress, there’s no evidence of malicious attacks on
DNA synthesising, sequencing and processing services. But their analysis
of software used throughout that pipeline found known security gaps that
could allow unauthorised parties to gain control of computer systems —
potentially giving them access to personal information or even the ability
to manipulate DNA results.
“We don’t want to alarm people or make patients worry about genetic
testing, which can yield incredibly valuable information,” said Associate
Professor Luis Ceze, a co-author on the study. “We do want to give people
a heads-up that as these molecular and electronic worlds get closer together,
there are potential interactions that we haven’t really had to contemplate
before.”
So what’s the solution? Researchers at the UW Molecular Information
Systems Lab (MISL) are currently working to create next-generation archival

This data file tells researchers what sequence their DNA had (GGGCGT,
for example), as well as the quality of the read (with E being higher
quality than A). The team demonstrated that it is technically feasible to
place malicious code in a strand of DNA that, when sequenced in this
manner, could attack the software used for analysis.
Image credit: Dennis Wise/University of Washington.

storage systems by encoding digital data in strands of synthetic DNA. Although
their system relies on DNA sequencing, it does not suffer from the security
vulnerabilities identified in the present research, in part because the MISL
team has anticipated those issues and because their system doesn’t rely on
typical bioinformatics tools.
Recommendations to address vulnerabilities elsewhere in the DNA
sequencing pipeline include: following best practices for secure software;
incorporating adversarial thinking when setting up processes; monitoring
who has control of the physical DNA samples; verifying sources of DNA
samples before they are processed; and developing ways to detect malicious
executable code in DNA.
“There is some really low-hanging fruit out there that people could
address just by running standard software analysis tools that will point
out security problems and recommend fixes,” said study co-author Karl
Koscher. “There are certain functions that are known to be risky to use, and
there are ways to rewrite your programs to avoid using them. That would
be a good initial step.”

what’s new

This output from a sequencing machine includes the UW team’s
exploit, which is being sequenced with a number of unrelated
strands. Each dot represents one strand of DNA in a given sample.
Image credit: Dennis Wise/University of Washington.

Handheld XRF analyser
Olympus’s L Series Vanta handheld X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analyser is designed for users
who demand ruggedness, power, speed and ease of use in a Si-PIN X-ray detector model.
The series is suitable for applications including positive material identification (PMI), quality
assurance (QA), metal fabrication, scrap metal and car catalyst recycling, precious metal
analysis and environmental inspections.
The analyser can be calibrated for alloy, precious metal and geochem applications and has
been built for maximum uptime. It has been drop tested (MIL-STD 810 G), built to withstand
a temperature range of -10 to +50°C and IP65 rated for protection against dust and water.
The analysers incorporate Olympus’s Axon technology, said to be a breakthrough in XRF
signal processing for stable results in any environment. It features fleet management tools
and a customisable user interface to help minimise operator training, as well as an intuitive
interface and a responsive touch screen. Optional Wi-Fi and cloud connectivity enables fast
decision-making and easily accessible results.
Olympus Australia Pty Ltd
www.olympusaustralia.com.au
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what’s happening

Mini synchrotron enables biomedical
imaging research
Lyncean Technologies has developed

multimodal tomosynthesis images of

the Munich Compact Light Source

a human breast slice acquired via a

(MuCLS) for the Munich School of

CLS to investigate the possibilities of

BioEngineering, based at the Technical

improved breast cancer diagnostics.

University of Munich (TUM). The light

The CLS’s relatively large partially

generated by the MuCLS can be used

coherent X-ray beam was found to be

to increase contrast in techniques that

particularly suitable for the investigation

can be applied to real-world medical

of preclinical applications of grating-

diagnosis problems, thus enabling

based phase-contrast and dark-field

groundbreaking biomedical imaging

imaging.
In a February 2017 study, published

research.
The MuCLS is a mini synchrotron
capable of creating a nearly
monochromatic, energy tuneable X-ray
beam. X-rays are generated via inverse

The Munich Compact Light Source (MuCLS).
Image has been cropped from the original, and
is presented here courtesy of Elena Eggl et al
under CC BY 4.0

in Scientific Reports, the MuCLS was
used to reduce the contrast media in
iodine- and gadolinium-based X-ray
coronary angiography through the
use of quasi-monochromatic spectra.

Compton scattering when an electron
bunch circulating at 65 MHz in a miniature storage ring collides

A reduction in iodine-based contrast media is useful for patients

with high power laser pulses stored in a resonant optical cavity.

who present with chronic renal insufficiency or with severe

The X-ray source is thus able to deliver synchrotron-quality data

iodine allergy, who could benefit from a reduced contrast agent

for a wide variety of laboratory experiments.

concentration achieved through, for example, the application

According to the TUM team, the mean flux measured when

of a mono-energetic X-ray beam.

the MuCLS was commissioned in 2015 was in excess of 1 x

Finally, in a July 2017 study from Scientific Reports, the

1010 photons/s at 35 keV. Increasing the X-ray flux is desirable to

researchers demonstrated propagation-based X-ray phase-

shorten data acquisition times and to increase the signal-to-noise

contrast imaging in known phantoms and the lungs and

ratio of measurements. In April 2017, the high-power laser system

airways of a mouse. They observed that edge enhancement

was upgraded on the MuCLS, which increased the stored laser

and quantitative phase retrieval were successfully performed

power in the optical cavity of the system from 100 to >300 kW.

in the known phantom, while the images of the mouse show

The X-ray flux at 35 keV was subsequently measured to be in

the potential for live bio-imaging research studies that capture

excess of 3 x 10 ph/s at 35 keV.

biological function using short exposures.
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In a study published in the journal EPL in November
2016, the TUM team presented the first grating-based
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event horizon

AGTA 2017
October 29–
November 1,
Hobart
AGTA17 will showcase dynamic
cross-discipline -omics research, and
allow genomics and bioinformatics
researchers, as well as industry, to
interact over a wide range of topics.
This will include new approaches to
genome assembly, microbial and single
cell genomics, in silico prediction of
functionality as well as dogs, devils
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Spin Qubit 3 — 3rd Conference and
Workshop on Spin-Based Quantum
Information Processing
November 6–10, Sydney
http://www.spinqubit3.com
Laboratory Management & Lab Design
Conference 2017
November 13–15, Melbourne
www.labmanagers.org.au
A Celebration of CEMP and Gala of GALAH
November 13–17, Melbourne
https://indico.fnal.gov/event/13478/page/0
Emerging Polymer Technologies Summit
2017
November 22–24, Melbourne
www.epts17.org/
Innovate Biotech 2017
November 27–28, Brisbane
https://innovateconferences.com/biotech
Innovate Medicine 2017
November 29–30, Brisbane
https://innovateconferences.com/medicine
A Fractured Universe? Fundamental
Physics, Symmetry and Life
November 30–December 1, Sydney
http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/~luke/2017FTConf/
Innovate Antibiotics 2017
December 1–2, Brisbane
https://innovateconferences.com/antibiotics
LSC — 2017 IEEE Life Sciences Conference
December 13–15, Sydney
http://lsc.ieee.org/2017/
42nd Condensed Matter and Materials
Meeting
January 30–February 2, Wagga Wagga
http://wagga2018.com/

23rd Lorne Proteomics Symposium 2018
February 1–4, Lorne
www.australasianproteomics.org.au
43rd Lorne Conference on Protein Structure
and Function
February 4–8, Lorne
www.lorneproteins.org
30th Lorne Cancer Conference
February 8–10, Lorne
www.lornecancer.org
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39th Lorne Genome Conference 2018
February 11–13, Lorne
www.lornegenome.org
Lorne Infection and Immunity Conference
2018
February 14–16, Lorne
www.lorneinfectionimmunity.org
5th Asian and Oceanic Congress on
Radiation Protection
May 20–23, Melbourne
http://www.aocrp-5.org
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1st World Congress on Nutrition & Food
Sciences
July 9–10, Sydney
http://www.nutritionalconference.com/
8th World Congress on Plant Science &
Genomics
July 9–10, Sydney
http://plantgenomics.plantscienceconferences.com/
15th Asia-Pacific Pharma Congress
July 16–18, Sydney
http://asiapacificpharmaconference.blogspot.com.au/
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